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WHO GIVES YOU THE
BEST STORAGE SYSTEM
SOLUTION?
SSI SCHÄFER is the only company in the market that can offer a total solution in Intralogistics. Being a
specialist in our field, customers get the added advantage when working with us as we can provide a
customised solution that meets your future intralogistics requirement. Contact us and have a chat with
our specialist to learn the best solution that suits your needs. The right solution can help you achieve:
·

Space saving

·

Improved ergonomics

·

Increased efficiency

·

Extra capacity
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about us

Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional body dedicated to bringing supply
chain and logistics professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create platforms whereby members of
the community can come together to network, share and learn from one another. Our focus is to enable the
development of collaborative relationships and partnerships. Our mission is to make Supply Chain Asia your
community of choice.

Vision

Connect. Communicate. Collaborate. By empowering members with platforms to apply these
three crucial Cs, Supply Chain Asia intends to be the Community of Choice for Logistics and Supply Chain
Professionals living and working in Asia.
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Message from
The President
S

ome say 12 years is a long time; others disagree. In 2005, Supply Chain Asia was
founded to achieve a single goal – to create a platform for professionals to come
together to connect and network without the encumbrances of a commercial
structure.
In that 12 years, we have experienced various challenges in ensuring the sustainability
and viability of this platform. Funding remains a major challenge as we seek to ensure
that our platform remains accessible to everyone. Ensuring neutrality and serving all
community members continue to be a hurdle that we seek to overcome due to our
historical associations with various entities and obligations to sponsors.
Moving forward, we have re-organised our overall support structure into a more nimble
version to allow us to better focus on meeting the needs of our projects and industry
initiatives. All our advisory board members have been designated to members of the
Emeritus Council of Advisors. We will form executive working committees to drive various
initiatives, such as our annual Forum, Hackathon and Awards. These committee members
will come from various sectors in the industry to ensure that we continue to reach out to
an extended community network.
As our industry enters a new era of change in the business environment due to innovations
and disruptions, it is expected that we will be seeing more changes in the global economy
in the next 10 years than over the last 50 years.
If you are thinking that it is business as usual in the upcoming years, you may need to
reconsider your position. With these impending changes, we will be creating and hosting
new platforms and initiatives to drive knowledge and skills development for professionals.
Besides our annual events, one of the new platforms that we will continue to develop is
our Innovation Playground.
Launched in August 2017, the Playground will be further enhanced in 2018 where we will
host more solutions in the areas of Autonomy, IoT and Intelligence applications, as well as
explore how immersive technologies can be adapted for use in this industry.
We are now moving into an exciting new economy and we look forward to continue to
find a space to engage, enhance and enrich those who partake in our work to connect the
community.

Best regards,

Founder/President
Supply Chain Asia
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Thank you for making this
an award-winning year!

It is both humbling and a real buzz for us
at DB Schenker in Asia Pacific, to receive
these two awards — Sustainability and
Green Provider of the Year, as well as the
Supply Chain CEO of the Year, to add to
the Air Freight, Sea Freight, Road Freight,
Rail Freight and Global 3PL awards won
previously.
We know that these awards are not about us, but about the people behind
it who make this a reality — our customers, our colleagues, and our
community.
Thank you for your unwavering support as we continue Delivering
Solutions, and Advancing Businesses and Lives by Shaping the Way Our
World Connects!

www.dbschenker.com

Industry developments

China’s import growth looks likely to tumble in 2018
Not everything is rosy with China as the pace of the country’s
import growth is set to slow in 2018 after a boom in 2017.
Inbound shipments will expand just 5 per cent in 2018 after
surging 14.9 per cent this year, according to a Bloomberg survey
of economists. Slower infrastructure investment, tighter monetary
policy, weaker commodity inflation and high base effects are
named as the likely growth drags.

Asia continues
to be world’s
fastest-growing
region through
2030
The global economy is continuing its gradual recovery from the
financial crisis. However, Asia is seen maintaining its position in
the long term as the fastest-growing region, with China and India
leading the charge.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s
(OECD) latest Economic Outlook report suggests fiscal and
monetary stimulus has underpinned a synchronised improvement
in growth rates across most countries. The Paris-based organisation
forecasts a 3.6 per cent global expansion in 2017, rising to 3.7 per
cent in 2018, albeit still below the pre-crisis period and that of past
recoveries.
For the Asia Pacific region, the OECD projected further expansion
for the region’s largest economies. China is expected to post a
6.8 per cent rise in 2017, although easing to 6.6 per cent in 2018
and 6.4 per cent in 2019 as the authorities “rebalance” the growth
model for the world’s second-largest economy.
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That is unwelcome news for major commodity exporters from
Brazil to Australia, as well as key links in the manufacturing
powerhouse’s Asian supply chain, from South Korea to Taiwan.
China’s 17.3 per cent increase in imports for the first 11 months
from a year earlier has boosted global trade, a tailwind now set
to ease.

Singapore dollar to stay strong
As Singapore’s economic recovery gains pace, analysts expect the
central bank to tighten policy by strengthening the Sing dollar in
2018.
This comes as the domestic economy staged a remarkable
recovery in 2017. Rather than setting interest rates, the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS) conducts policy through the
exchange rate by allowing the Sing dollar to float against the
currencies of its main trading partners within an unspecified policy
band and changes the slope, width and centre of that band when
it wants to adjust the pace of appreciation or depreciation of the
Sing dollar.
In April 2016, the central bank unexpectedly eased policy by setting
the rate of appreciation of the Sing dollar’s policy band at zero per
cent. It has maintained a “neutral” stance since.

Asia leads global online grocery scene in 2018
There is a food revolution coming and it will offer unprecedented
opportunity for traditional and digital retailers alike. The acquisition
of Whole Foods by Amazon in June 2017 and Alibaba’s investment
in Sun Art Retail – netting it access to 446 hypermarkets in China –
are just a glimpse of what is in store for the global grocery market.

Competition for talent will be the biggest challenge for
Singapore services companies
Human Resources leaders from Singapore’s services industries
voted the competition for talent as their biggest concern in 2018.
In the survey, 40 per cent said competition for talent was the
biggest issue they face, followed by managing workforce diversity
(23 per cent); and a lack of data and insights (23 per cent). Changing
work habits, including flexible working arrangements, which is
increasingly prevalent in the services industry, was seen as less
of an issue with only 14 per cent of leaders citing this an issue.

Five years ago, retailers headquartered outside Asia were the ones
driving international expansion. However, today, it is Asian retailers
who are predominantly establishing new and more extensive
store networks beyond their existing operations.
Asia continues to be a hotspot for digital and technology adoption,
with retailers increasingly experimenting with new solutions. This
will continue into 2018; however, retailers are progressively using
this technology to their advantage to deliver better solutions for
shoppers.

Half of leaders also forecast big data analytics to be the
technology which will have the greatest on employee engagement
in Singapore’s services companies in 2018. Around one in four
leaders also forecast social media (27 per cent) and artificial
intelligence (23 per cent) to have the most impact.

Singapore seen as a base for Belt & Road ventures into
Southeast Asia
Forchn Holdings and Singapore firmYCH Group see complementary
strengths in teaming up to expand across Southeast Asia. They
hope to leverage on China’s Belt and Road Initiative to link up Asia
with much of the world through massive infrastructure projects.
To underscore the potential benefits, Zhejiang province has named
Singapore as one of its first three overseas stations to help its
companies expand abroad. The move, recognising Singapore
firms’ potential to unlock Southeast Asia for Chinese companies
looking to go international, was announced in late 2017.
Singapore is the first station for the e-commerce-focused province
that major Chinese firms, such as Alibaba and Net Ease, call
home, with the other two stations being in Poland and the Czech
Republic.
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Chinese start-up beats Apple to the punch with its AR
glasses
Rokid Glass, to be introduced in early 2018, is the team’s first
wearable gadget after years of making gizmos for the home.

New blockchain based proof-of-concept to link digital
trading platforms in Japan & Singapore
In collaboration with Singapore’s National Trade Platform (NTP),
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc.’s (MUFG) banking entity, The
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. and NTT DATA Corporation
(NTT DATA) jointly announced the commencement of a proofof-concept (PoC) prototype leveraging blockchain or distributed
ledger technology (DLT) that aims to strengthen trade ties
between Singapore and Japan.

Mr Reynold Wu, product director at Rokid and the man charged
with bringing the AR glasses to market, was an early adopter and
big fan of Google Glass, the much-mocked headset that never
really caught on. He feels that both technology and consumers
have moved on a lot since Google’s effort was first made public
in mid-2012.
Rokid Glass takes voice inputs as well as heeds commands users
make with their hands. It also has a touchpad, in case people
feel more comfortable using that. The wearable gadget will
run a version of Android, making it open to apps. Mr Wu sees
Glass being suited to navigation and product recognition apps in
particular.

This initiative aims to make cross-border flows more secure,
efficient and transparent, with the long-term goal of fostering
greater trade and supply chain integration across the region.
This PoC is the first attempt to integrate digital platforms between
the two nations, and it seeks to address and provide digital
solutions to technical challenges prevalent in international trade,
where differing trade regulations and documentation standards
predominate.

Wages in S’pore forecast to rise 3.9 per cent in 2018
Workers here can expect a marginally higher salary increase in
2018 compared to last year, according to a new survey which
illustrates the cautious mood in the job market.
The survey of 850 businesses across 14 industries in Singapore by
global consultancy firm Mercer showed that wages could rise by
an average of 3.9 per cent this year. Wages climbed 3.7 per cent
on average in 2017, the firm’s findings showed.
This year’s wage growth is also expected to be uneven across
various sectors. The life sciences industry, for instance, is forecast
to see the highest wage increase (4.1 per cent), after wages rose
an average of 3.9 per cent over the last two years. Other sectors
projected to see larger pay hikes, include lifestyle and retail, as
well as aerospace (both 4 per cent). The consumer goods, hightech, and chemical industries are projected to see wage increases
of 3.9 per cent.
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Four Big
Trends
Heating up
in the Supply
Chain
Industry
11 SCA

t is important to embrace this age of disruption, and we can
expect supply chain operations to change even more dramatically
over the next seven years than they have over the last 30 years.

We can expect the following four major trends driving supply chain
developments in the next five years:
Increase in speed for adoption of new technologies
Industry 4.0 (ID4.0) is not just a concept. It has become a reality
and businesses will need to take heed of the impact it will create.
ID4.0 brings together three core technologies of autonomy,
Internet of Things and data analytics into an operating model that
is targeted to make businesses more efficient and the people
involved more effective. In turn, it will lead to further displacement
of the workforce that we are already witnessing.
Government’s increased participation in supply chain and
logistics development
The level of the government’s direct involvement in the
development of various aspects of the supply chain has been
on the steady rise, especially in the area of smart cities and
cross-border compliance management. While the government’s
involvement will lead to an increase in legislation and compliance,
it will also add to the stability and create a consistent playing
field for everyone. Conversely, whether we will see the stifling of
innovation and adoption of new technologies, such as Blockchain,
to create a more distributed supply chain platform remains an open
verdict.

The Millennial Generation will change
the way consumer consumes
The millennials are not as concerned as
the Generation X in terms of accumulating
wealth and stability – in fact, they do not
buy cars, purchase houses or participate
in investments the way the last three
generations did. They settle down later,
change jobs faster, and are less brandoriented than before. Reaching out to the
millenials will require a complete change
of mindset and strategies that will have a
lasting impact on the supply chain process
execution and management.
The Sharing & Gig Economy will
enhance the concept of a networked
community
In the same premise as the millennial
generation, the growing gig economy
and a sharing mentality are also changing
the way businesses operate. Rather than
relying on a fixed structure or a “central
body” to authenticate and validate
identities and guarantee deliverables, a
sharing economy ensures that there is
a huge penalty in non-compliance and
the use of social media as a means to
shame and ostracise will be an even
more powerful tool than the usual media
engagement. The new digital economy is
expected to spread out benefits, although
we can still expect new billionaires to be
created with this diversion. The next Mark
Zuckerberg and Jeff Bezos will reveal
themselves in the next few years.

Source: i-SCOOP

If you are thinking of business as usual and
growth percentage based on history and
forecasting, you will need to think again.
To survive and succeed in the next
few years, you will need to adopt bold
strategies that are right for the new digital
era we are in.

Source: Statista

Paul Lim, Founder/President, Supply Chain Asia
Paul has worked for more than 25 years in the retail, logistics and supply chain industry, gaining experience
covering operations, business development, corporate and strategic management, as well as IT and supply
chain solutions. He started his career in retailing in 1988 when he joined Isetan and has worked with various
multinationals, including TNT Worldwide Express, EGL Global Logistics (now known as CEVA), Menlo
Worldwide Logistics and YCH Group, a Singapore home-grown logistics solutions provider.
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Forget
fanciful
trends: This
is what 3M
thinks is
Key to 2018
Supply Chain
Practices
13 SCA

T

here has been much talk about Industry 4.0, of how
digitalisation is a critical element for the evolution of
traditional supply chain. As the industry moves into a ‘smart
factory’, we see the adoption of Big Data, AI, Internet of Things
(IoT) and a host of other technologies on the rise, to a point that
digitisation has become synonymous with new-age technology.
However, is it sufficient for supply chain to purely catch up with
innovative new digital initiatives? Or is there more than meets the
eye in our increasingly complex and global environment?
What we are seeing in the supply chain realm is a convergence
and maturation of a variety of technologies and processes. At
science-based company, 3M sees technology as a stabiliser rather
than a risk. We adopt coming-of-age technology, but that does not
mean we abandon current supply chain practices. To close the
gap between what supply chain provides and what the company
needs, 3M – routinely ranked amongst the world’s most innovative
companies – adopts a bimodal efficient growth model.

The 3M Approach: Bimodal ‘Efficient
Growth’
A bimodal approach, as the name
suggests, is made up of two modes.
Mode 1 centres on the delivery of
well-established supply chain where
factors such as productivity, security,
and reliability take priority. This mode
leverages on established and empirically
proven but incremental approaches. Mode
2, on the other hand, explores new and
potentially transformative but unproven
approaches. This mode involves exploring
new markets, new processes and new
technologies such as AI, machine learning
and IoT.
Being bimodal requires the ability to
integrate and complement the two modes
rather than compartmentalising the two.
A main challenge for organisations looking
to go bimodal is how to integrate the two
seemingly disparate modes together.
Here’s how 3M defines the bimodal
approach. To fulfil efficient growth,
mode 1 serves to deliver cost savings
to customers and shareholders. Mode 2
then builds on mode 1 to further fuel the
growth via breakthrough innovations.
Undergirding the bimodal approach are
three key elements to fuel 3M’s efficient
growth strategy. Reminiscent of mode
1, the first key element is to harmonise
global processes to deliver world-class
productivity, working-capital management
and asset utilisation. The second key
element, which bears resemblance to
mode 2, involves accelerating disruptive
technologies to deliver even higher quality,
lower cost, and more innovative products to
customers. The last key element, involving
the synthesis of mode 1 and mode 2, is
where 3M regionalises its supply chains
to reduce complexity, amplify operational
impact, enhance customer service and
build high-performing talent.

3M re-inventing supply chain practices

Leveraging on a Geometric Network

Beyond digitisation, 3M has also adopted
new practices in the face of disruption.
Today, many companies are using the
Integrated Business Process (IBP) to
drive longer term demand and financial
planning/forecast but at 3M, we are
investing in business transformation. We
see a need to move beyond IBP and Global
Demand Planning in the supply chain
arena as companies continually re-invent
themselves.

Traditionally, supply chain is dependent
on global demand planning for strategic
asset investment ahead of demand and
utilization for cost competitiveness.
Digital tools such as a Demand-driven
Value Network Planning (DDVN) work on
a broad-spectrum supply chain process
to anticipate demand and source so as
to deliver materials in a more efficient
manner. The ‘just-in-time’ inventory is
one feature of global demand planning.
However, this traditional method of
baselining future demand on historical
data no longer offers a competitive edge.

Out with IBP,
Transformation

In

with

Business

To champion forward-thinking supply
chain practices in 2018, 3M sees business
transformation (BT) key to its operational
efficiency and productivity. Defined
as changes in processes and internal/
external service delivery, BT allows 3M to
move to more efficient business so as to
serve customers with greater speed and
efficiency.

Reality is now more complex than
placing inventory as close to the point
of consumption as possible. It is not just
about getting the goods to the customers
quickly, but also to respond to them faster
so that the end consumers will benefit the
most. As such, 3M is trying to establish
a ‘geometric network’ as opposed to a
linear supply chain through digitisation.

Starting and ending with our customers;
BT is a network of mutually reinforcing
systems, processes and organizational
structures. Within BT, supply chain
is interwoven into each of these
components. At 3M, we deploy a
common systems backbone that provides
end-to-end visibility so as to simplify and
accelerate decision making.

A geometric network offers several
benefits. Firstly, digital systems facilitate
direct communication between 3M and
the suppliers which makes the twoway demand chain transparent. More
importantly, a geometric network helps
secure and protect supply even when
unexpected demand occurs. As a whole, a
geometric network has proven a statistical
track record in establishing trust between
suppliers and 3M, as well as 3M and its
customers. Lastly, supplier collaboration
and sustainability can potentially drive
innovation and growth in top supply chains
even though only 43 per cent of suppliers
feel fully empowered to collaborate with
their partners.

Through BT, 3M seeks to increase trust
across all the internal information handoff points. This is applicable to not just
the supply chain teams – production
and logistics – but also finance, sales,
and marketing and other groups as well.
In addition, the information hand-offs
encompass different planning horizons
such as daily plant scheduling /functional
tier review, weekly production planning,
monthly integrated business planning,
quarterly communication with financial
stakeholders as well as longer term
strategic and capital planning.

Industry 4.0 does not mean abandoning
current supply chain practices
In 2018, supply chains have to be innovated
to remain successful. To create digitised
supply chains, supply chains should
traverse both modes to achieve growth,
efficiency, operational improvements,
innovation and cost management. The key
to this practice lies in creating a bimodal
supply chain based on reliability and agility.

Wong Kwee Meng, Senior Supply Chain Operations Manager,
3M Asia Pacific & Asia Center of Expertise
With more than 17 years of experience with 3M, Wong Kwee Meng has extensive
experience in supply chain optimisation, as well as strategic sourcing, transportation,
and distribution operations in Asia. He is responsible for improving the company’s
competitiveness by redesigning the 3M supply chain operational footprint, working
with senior management in developing strategies, and delivering solutions.
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ADVANCED, GOODS-TO-PERSON AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

www.swisslog.com

At Swisslog, our scalable future-ready automation systems and SynQ
warehouse a software are designed to give you the insight
and flexibility you need to meet your company’s changing demands.
So they’ll make as much sense tomorrow as they do today.
E: wds.sg@swisslog.com

Mr Girish Rishi
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
JDA Software (JDA)
17 SCA

Personality Dialogues

Embracing a retail revolution
with innovation

A

dopting a visible end-to-end supply chain process is critical in establishing accountability and adapting
to an ever-changing market. Especially given the growth of e-commerce, the industry needs to be
prepared to meet the challenges of last-minute changes in customers orders, quick deliveries and
sudden cancellations.

Those demands are just from the customers’ side. What happens when supplies are missing or do not
arrive when expected? After all, supply chains typically use several layers of companies, manufacturing sites,
and warehouses between raw materials and customer delivery. A minor hiccup can quickly snowball into
lost sales and additional expediting costs. Every time a company is forced to battle fires, it loses grounds
on efficiency and profitability. This is why end-to-end solutions are vital; it is the only way problems can be
flagged real-time for immediate assessment.
“This is where JDA excels in, and probably the only company with the capability to provide these solutions.
We bring planning, execution and retail insights across manufacturing and supply chain for end-to-end
visibility. We expect to continue to be a leading provider in this area,” says Mr Girish Rishi, the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of JDA Software (JDA).
In this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine, Girish sheds light on the role of technology in the industry, the
growth of smart cities in Asia Pacific and preparations for the transformation of the retail industry.

Leading the
world of
digitalisation

Girish may have only joined JDA in January 2017, but he is wellversed when it comes to the conceptualisation and execution of
digital transformation. Prior to joining JDA, he was responsible
for Tyco International’s global retail solutions business and North
America building automation business, which had more than
US$4bn in annual revenue.
“We live in a multi-sensor world today, where there are soft and
hard sensors. Soft sensors refer to social media, like Twitter, and
weather data, while hard sensors include physical devices, such
as radio-frequency identification. Ultimately, my goal is to push
JDA to be the leading provider that provides multi-sensory data for
customers across the supply chain. This is why we need to move
towards technology innovation,” says Girish, who also once served
as the North America’s Senior Vice President for the Enterprise
division of Motorola Solutions before working at Tyco International.
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In that aspect, the CEO believes JDA is slightly ahead of the curve.
The company is already focused on embracing the Internet of
Things (IoT) and exploring the benefits of a connected network.
He believes these technologies are vital not only to improve
processes but also to promote workforce efficiency.
“While we already have very advanced workforce management
tools to optimise the work that is carried out, we still need to
look at the gaps in today’s business models. We are looking at
developing a capability map to highlight these gaps. It is only when
we understand the gaps, can we move forward and encourage
talent optimising. That is the hardest part,” shares Girish, who
have worked for software and system companies focused on
supply chain solutions for the past 20 years.
With automation displacing jobs and pushing people to manage
specific tasks, the future workplace looks even hazier than usual.
“It is obvious that while more drones and robotics will manage
the repetitive and tedious tasks, humans will continue to focus on
customer service and consumer insights,” adds JDA’s chief.
Embracing the rise of smart cities
Singapore has set up a new ministerial committee to push ahead
with its smart nation dreams. Smart nation refers to a society that
adopts “a model where aggregated data will be used to improve
living conditions and standards.” Having the right data also means
correct decisions can be made to reach positive outcomes in
supply chain.
While Singapore is seen as one of the most advanced cities in
terms of automation, it still has plenty to do before being officially
termed as a smart nation.
“It is the data that is currently lacking. Asia has the biggest
wireless coverage compared to other regions. Singapore has the
model and infrastructure ready, but not the data. Still, I believe that
the nation will be the leading indicator of how far supply chain can
leapfrog in the future,” explains Girish.
There are several initiatives Singapore will be taking to establish
its smart city status. One of which is Virtual Singapore, which
will integrate layers of data about the city’s buildings, land and
environment. Organisations can use this to understand traffic
patterns and learn the landscape of a particular area, which can be
crucial when it comes to planning delivery routes and setting up
distribution centres.
“The supply chain is currently undergoing a disruption, and it
is important for us to embrace it and to look at technology for
solutions. I think Singapore’s initiatives will help the industry to
serve our customers, and to incorporate IoT and machine learning
into our solutions,” says the supply chain veteran.
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Balancing the transformation of the retail industry
Credit Suisse analysts expect more than 8,600 store closures
by the end of 2017. For comparison, 6,163 stores shut down in
2008, the worst year for closures on record. This has led to some
lamenting the death of the retail industry, but others, like Girish,
only see an industry in the midst of a transformation.
“The retail industry will not be boxed,” says the CEO. “The retail
industry will be driven by where and when consumers want to
shop, and the industry needs to provide instantaneous access
that leads to the purchase decision. This means a plethora of
distribution capabilities has to be available to serve the customers’
needs. The industry will be transformed into providing highly
customised options according to an individual’s preferences. The
industry is currently experiencing growing pains because of this
transformation, but it will prevail.”
Still, providing such options can lead to high costs and expensive
processes. Who will bear the costs: the companies or customers?
“Consumers today are very demanding, which means the focus
on consumers is stronger than ever before. So now, brick-andmortar retailers have realised that the only way they can serve
the consumers is through alliances. I think the next generation
of retailers is based on alliances as no one independent retailer
can fully serve all of its consumers’ needs and demands. Asia is
already leading the world in implementing new retail models that
are centred on collaborations,” says Girish, who grew up in Asia
and is currently based in the US.
All the links in the supply chain need to be connected and work
cohesively for the industry to succeed. JDA’s main proposition is
bringing these elements and linkages together.
“I find e-commerce an interesting challenge for the industry. We
need to understand where the demand comes from, even though
it could come from anywhere. We need to ensure that tons of
inventory are in place, and ready to be picked into individual parcels.
How do you guarantee this end-to-end success for e-commerce?
That is what JDA excels in and will continue to focus on,” shares
Girish as he passes his one-year mark in the company.
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Mr Pascal Becotte

Global Leader for the Operations & Supply Chain Officers Practice
Russell Reynolds Associates
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Leaders of tomorrow:
Understanding the softer side of
people management

I

n 2004, only eight per cent of Fortune 200 companies had a Chief Supply Chain Officer (CSCO). Today,
the percentage of organisations having someone responsible for overseeing a combination of end-to-end
supply-chain functions has increased to 68 per cent. Several prominent companies have even considered
tapping leaders with specific global supply chain experience for the CEO role. Due to this phenomenon,
Russell Reynolds Associates finds out what traits make CSCOs different from other executives, and how the
CSCO role is evolving today.
“One key differentiator amongst other senior executives, is the ability for CSCO to orchestrate strategic
partnerships across the whole ecosystem, both internally and externally. CSCOs must exhibit strong
influential and communication skills – to understand the business, formulate strategies, and work
with stakeholders from the shop floor to the boards,” says Mr Pascal Becotte, Global Leader for the
Operations & Supply Chain Officers Practice at Russell Reynolds Associates.
In this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine, Pascal shares the importance of culture fit, the impact female
leaders have on the industry and what millenials can do to develop their leadership skills.

What would you
say is the single,
most important
thing you’ve learnt
in your 16 years of
search experience?

Leadership is complex, and people are not always who they
appear to be. I have learnt in my years of search to never judge
a book by its cover. Leadership qualities that worked in the past
and today, may no longer be relevant in the future or for the hiring
organisation.
It is vital to seriously consider the culture fit and the quiet or softer
side of the leaders, instead of just their loud characteristics. Many
a time, leaders are hired for having all the right competencies but
fired for being unable to fit in with the organisation’s culture. For
instance, a confident leader may shut down others’ point of views,
or a charismatic leader may veer towards manipulative behaviour
under a distress or challenging period.
I believe in over-investing upfront to ensure that the process and
the understanding of the leadership role is clear. In the search
process, apart from the interviews, deep learning and scientific
psychometric analyses should also be applied to better understand
and profile the executives on both their loud and quiet attributes;
their bright and dark sides.
Future leaders need to understand the importance of humility, and
the need to be self-aware in order to lead and thrive in the face of
disruptive and transformational changes.
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Additionally, with digitalisation impacting
across all industries, CSCOs need to
understand how they can use technology
to their benefit and be comfortable with
digital innovation. They need to innovate
and rethink business models, and
understand the interoperability and the
business implications.
In your opinion, is there a difference
between developing leaders in APAC
and the US/Europe? Why or why not?
Development of the leaders is no longer
about APAC or US/Europe, especially for
CSCO. The role of a CSCO starts with
viewing the world as one market, and less
about the region.
The development of leaders across the
world should be based on openness to
innovation and gaining multi-geography
and
multi-cultural
experiences.
Inclusiveness and humility are anchor to
ensure sustainable leadership to thrive in
the long run.

Can you share some of the specific
traits that differentiate CSCOs from
other senior executives?
The traits of the ideal CSCO 10 years ago
are vastly different today. The old CSCO
was a cost controller, a procurement
expert, and a supply chain driver focused
on the upstream supply costs.
Now a CSCO is someone with a true endto-end business mindset that evolves into
a value chain driver.
One key differentiator amongst other
senior executives, is the ability for CSCO to
orchestrate strategic partnerships across
the whole ecosystem, both internally and
externally. CSCOs must exhibit strong
influential and communication skills –
to understand the business, formulate
strategies, and work with stakeholders
from the shop floor to the boards.
Perhaps more than other potential
candidates, CSCOs need to be skilled
at seeing the bigger picture. They must
be comfortable in cutting through
bureaucracy to make things happen and
confidently lead change when needed.
With
multi-geography,
multi-cultural
experience, CSCOs must be equipped
with unique attributes to help them flourish
in a general management role. They will
benefit from adopting entrepreneurial
spirit, strategic long-term focus, and being
able to search for innovative solutions in
order to thrive in a general-management
role in the long-run.
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In our studies, almost all global supply
chain CEOs (90 per cent), have held senior
management positions across two or more
business areas. Furthermore, a majority of
those executives have experience working
abroad (65 per cent), often in two or more
countries outside their home country.
Do you see more Asian leaders heading
the region’s supply chain and logistics
operations in the near future? Why or
why not?
In 2004, only eight per cent of Fortune
200 companies employed a CSCO. Today,
the percentage of organisations having
someone responsible for overseeing a
combination of end-to-end supply-chain
functions has increased to 68 per cent.
With the markets growth in China
and across ASEAN, there are more
Asian leaders taking on the leadership
opportunity in the supply chain and
logistics operations. There are very distinct
dynamics working with multinationals
versus chief executive officers and private
owned equities in China driving supply
chain behaviours and to that extent, we
need to ascertain fundamental distinctions
in organisational structures, power flows
and market access when considering this
question.
In the end, regardless of nationality, the
person must be able to head the region’s
supply chain efficiently. As the world is
getting flatter, more leaders are conversant
in multiple languages. The need for them
to step up to gain exposure to manage a
different country is a good start.

In your opinion, what do women
leaders offer to the industry that their
men counterparts generally do not?
Balancing diversity with meritocracy and
trust seems to be the battle that we are in.
Diversity and inclusiveness will bring along
differences of opinion and experiences
that can lead into new ideas and value
creation. With increased complexities
and unpredictability in the markets, it is
imperative to bring gender diversity into
the industry to consider the perspectives
of all constituencies, to have the courage
for difficult conversations, to ask the right
questions and to enable effective corporate
governance and business breakthrough.

As such, apart from fulfilling financial key
performance indicators (KPIs) and other
success metrics, leadership skills should
be assessed and incorporated as a core
KPI.
With more of supply chain operations
being managed autonomously, what
must the next generation of supply
chain talent offer to remain relevant?
With the digitalisation impacting across
all industries, CSCO needs to understand
how they can use technology to their
benefit and be comfortable with digital
innovation. They need to innovate
and rethink the business models, and
understand the interoperability and the
business implications.

As part of a global, interconnected supplyand-demand network with profound
interdependencies, CSCOs need to risk
manage and plan for business continuity in
times of network outage, cyberattacks or
natural disasters. Their roles are crucial. For
example, if you are in healthcare industry,
how can you send the life-saving supplies
to the desired destination even when your
IT system is down? Connecting the dots
with and without digitalisation needs to be
thought through, and this job lies with the
CSCO.

How should a young talent today
quickly develop his or her leadership
skills?
Today, millennials are an easily bored
workforce. There is a need to provide
diversity in their career track to develop
them.
For example, a great engineer can be
rotated to take on a human capital role
or project, and minimally go through
three internal functions, prior to gaining
experience in his or her first profit and loss
function. This will build a strong foundation
to groom the individual. Cross-functional
and cross-geographical experiences are
key to success.
The other key element, which is always
missing out, is the guidance on how to
best develop them as team leaders. They
should learn how to coach, mentor and
lead their teams effectively.
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Supply Chain & Procurement

Building a conscious
supply chain of the future
T

here has been much talk about planning for the supply chain of the future. Innovation
is all around us. It is happening so fast that supply chain stewards are having a hard
time keeping up. However, without a doubt, to succeed in business and operate on a
global scale, you need to stay ahead of, or at least keep up with the pack.
For supply chain industries, the future holds much promise as it evolves into a completely
digitalised, connected and autonomous industry. Many companies, including Shell’s
Lubricants Supply Chain (LSC) business are preparing for this inevitable future. It is by no
means an easy task, but we must start somewhere.
Shell is active across the full value chain in lubricants. We manufacture, blend, market,
sell and distribute lubricants in over 100 countries. Globally, we have 40 lubricant blending
plants, five base oil plants and 10 grease plants. Fundamental changes across this vast
network cannot happen overnight, which is why we have set out to identify key opportunities
and challenges that LSC needs to start planning today. A whole host of innovative ideas,
different ways of working, capability building programmes and collaborative partnerships
approaches are now being studied and in various pilot and incubation phases.
Looking ahead, while many companies continue to test and integrate new technology
and innovation into their supply chain ecosystem, it is anticipated that the companies that
would do well in the long term are those that look beyond just technology, and place their
talent, community and environment at the heart of their efforts. This results in sustainable
business performance, improved corporate reputation, and a license to grow.
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Our talent
Supply chain as an industry is undergoing
a revolution,but its professionals are
often “behind the times”. Be it sitting at a
corporate office or at a plant site, many are
ill prepared to fully embrace the disruption
ahead. If this trajectory continues, the
career runway of our talents is in jeopardy.
Similar to planning for potential risks
that may impact business performance,
forward thinking companies need to start
taking proactive steps to mitigate the
impact of technology on their supply chain
talents. Leaders need to start by asking:
• Which type of technology will play a role
in changing my industry?
• What are the opportunities and risks?
• What type of talent do we need today
and what will we need in the future?
Take, for example, data management.
Traditional data is garnered from
purchasing, production orders and
sales. On the other hand, advanced
data analytics, cloud computing, apps
and sensors can now produce different
forms of data that enable employees to
extract the most out of the data collected,
accurately forecast demand and optimise
the end-to-end supply chain.
The shift from traditional to new ways of
managing data cannot happen overnight.
It requires a change in skillset, behavior
and mindset. Through robust workforce
upskilling programmes, our talents will be
able to better understand and embrace the
advances in technology while improving
business performance.
This way of thinking was central to Shell’s
approach when the company moved its
lubricant plant from Woodlands to Tuas
in Singapore. The plant is Shell’s third
largest lubricants plant in the world and
second largest in Asia Pacific. The highly
automated facility required Shell to upskill
its employees who were used to a more
manual way of working to handle the
new automated equipment. In order to
improve the plant’s efficiency, employees

underwent skill development programmes
to learn how to leverage on the real-time
data from the machinery and find ways to
optimise the entire network and not just
focus on a specific area.

take a step back and engage with residents
in a respectful manner. Be it working with
a subject matter expert to understand our
impact on land, livelihoods, heritage and
culture.

With that being said, supply chain
professionals must also want to influence
their own development. The onus is not
entirely on companies to develop their
workforce. All professionals need to ask
themselves:

Digitalisation

• How can I stay ahead of this disruption?
• What does my future role look like?
• What do I need to do to get there?

What is different now is the pace in which
digitalisation is evolving, transforming the
way we live, work and interact. Never
before has there been more room to drive
cost efficiency, seek out new revenue
opportunities and change the models in
which we run our supply chain network.

Community
Responsible supply chain leaders must also
address community impact as an integral
part of their operations. Companies who
embark on the technology journey need
to critically review the entire supply chain
footprint with a sharp focus on community
impact.
In Indonesia, Shell Marunda Lubricant
Oil Blending Plant works together with
a local non-government organisation to
run a clean, healthy and self-sufficient
programme in nearby villages. The
programme aims to increase community
awareness and initiative in building a
clean, healthy, environmentally friendly
and productive neighbourhood. The
programme trains people in the two
villages in initiating and developing
projects such as community compost, a
“waste bank” where residents can sell
their waste, small-scale urban farms for
medicinal plants and common vegetables
and small handicraft businesses using
non-recyclable waste.
Beyond programmes, LSC attempts to
integrate local businesses to be a part
of our supply chain and create new local
jobs to support community and economic
development.
It is important to recognise the direct
and indirect impacts of supply chain on
neighbouring communities. We need to

For decades, we have used digital
technologies in one shape or form to
create competitive advantages for our
businesses and industries.

Recognising the need to ramp up LSC’s
current use of digital tools, we are
exploring feasibility of Internet of Things,
sensors and advance data analytics to
improve the ability to collect and report
real time data across our supply chain to
optimise manufacturing performance and
enable better decision making.
In the lubricants business, filling and
packaging are complex components,
which often create bottlenecks at our
plants. Robotics, automation and 3D
printing may hold the key to unlocking
these complexities and part of the funnel
of ideas that we hope to successfully
utilise in the not too distant future.
Our entire strategy here is to have a
coherent digitalisation approach across
LSC. This includes empowering local
markets and plant operators to try bold
innovative ideas, making smart decisions,
facilitating quick implementations and
enabling fast learning through mistakes.
Whilst a lot of these initiatives are
designed with our business performance
and customer or end-user in mind, our
approach to how we manage our talent,
community and environment are critical
pillars of consideration as we position
ourselves for the future ahead.

Cheong Kin-Seng, General Manager, Lubricants Supply Chain Asia Pacific and Middle East, Shell
Over the course of 25 years in Shell, Cheong Kin-Seng has held diverse leadership roles spanning the
globe and specialisations. He has taken on strategic and operational management responsibilities in endto-end supply chain planning, operational excellence, Health Safety Security and Environment (HSSE),
quality assurance and logistics. Kin-Seng is passionate about building winning teams that are driven by
purpose and a strong commercial mindset.
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To Become Efficient,
your Supply Chain has
to be Connected
D

espite the rise of sophisticated planning tools in the
enterprise software market, there remains one huge,
persistent gap that causes huge inefficiencies across the
globe. This incredibly prolific problem is one of the most prominent
reasons for inventory issues, long planning cycles, and costs
due to organisation churn. What, you may ask, is this problem?
Connecting the supply chain.
Singapore – a nation touted to be a leading supply chain hub in
the APAC region – recently announced a new S$12.7bn in valueadd chemical and energy sector roadmap. The new plans will most
definitely make use of its existing supply chain networks. The
hope is that the current networks and connections in place work
seamlessly and efficiently to handle the load.
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JDA Software is the Supply
Chain Innovator (Software
and Systems) for the year
2017. Thank you, Supply
Chain Asia, for this
recognition!

The supply chain legacy

Stopgap measures

The first real solution: The cloud

It sounds simple at first; connect the
network of suppliers, customers and
trade partners that are the driving forces
of success. This has been ongoing
for centuries. One of the first efforts
made to connect multiple organisations
was undertaken in 50 A.D. when
the Roman military implemented a
system for disseminating bi-directional
communications between Rome and
their colonies. The system was based
on standardised and efficient messages
– usually only containing the number
of words needed to convey critical
information. Rome was enabled to
communicate with remote regions of their
empire within 8-10 days and formulate
plans to react to information a mere 8-10
days later, utilising a system (non-digital
of course) that averaged a speed of
approximately 270 miles per day. This was
impressive for the time—but even this
information exchange system could not
save Rome from the fall of their empire—a
fall that can be compared to that of
many large companies of the last several
decades of our current generation.

Despite attempts from Microsoft, SAP,
Oracle, IBM, and countless other software
companies, the potential of EDI narrowed
continuously, eventually acting as a mere
vehicle for delivering transactional data
to parties that it might benefit. This is not
to mention the difficulty of interacting
with trade partners across multiple
industries and operating models that
became ubiquitous during the industrial
revolution and intensified in the internet
age. The flexibility simply was absent,
and the information being shared was not
adequate. Business was moving much
faster, and companies needed more than
just a few transactions; they needed to
let one another know what they were
planning to do.

Today, there is an opportunity to solve one
of the most ubiquitous business problems
of the last millennia: making collaborative
planning secure, flexible, contextual, and
incredibly fast. With the rise of the cloud,
detailed plans can be shared not only
within companies, but also outside of
them.

In 1968, the Transportation Data
Coordinating
Committee
created
something called “Electronic Data
Interchange”, or EDI. EDI was created
to be essentially a digital version of
the
Roman
Empire’s
bi-directional
communications. Adopted first by highly
standardised industries fairly quickly
– grocery and automotive companies
were in an excellent position to leverage
the technology because of the minimal
variance across multiple enterprises when
it came to operating processes. Keep in
mind, this was before cloud software, so
standardisation was not just beneficial
for these companies to possess, it was a
necessity. On-premise database solutions
needed to speak “apples to apples” when
communicating with other companies’
systems. Transactions could easily flow if
this was the case, but nearly 50 years later,
this technology is still not widespread as
one might have thought.

Over the last couple decades, many
businesses have hacked together a
delicate and error-prone solution to this
problem: they use a combination of Excel
spreadsheets and emails to communicate
rich datasets, filled with short, mid, and
long term plans with plenty of context—
enough that their trade partners can begin
to formulate plans. However, at the scale of
business today, a single error or misstep in
the process can send everything haywire,
costing millions—even billions of dollars
across an entire supply chain before
being caught. Most individuals in today’s
workforce live with this reality every day.
Their world revolves around sending these
high-risk files that may or may not be
biased in fact to their unsuspecting trade
partners. In many cases, when something
goes wrong, their counterparts at other
companies will simply stop listening—
turning off the flow of information and
operating in a complete silo—this is surely
one of the most significant causes for
reactive, inefficient planning and business
performance in our global economy.
Growing data security concerns have
only intensified these trends, and it has
become clear that something must give.

A simplified web interface that can deliver
any size, shape or type of information
across supply chain trade partners can
enable diversified corporations to share
information and collaborate on living
plans as they must to achieve the best
results across each and every product line.
Finally, advances in security have graced
the industry with ways to share data in
unprecedented privacy—sharing only the
information that must be shared without
needing to standardise. As the world
begins to align with the trend of connecting
the supply chain, we will again start to
see benefits not just of lower inventories,
reduced operating costs, and lower churn,
but will find new and innovative ways to
collaborate with their network at scale that
were previously thought impossible.

Jim McParlane, Managing Director APAC, Anaplan
Jim brings more than 25 years of leadership to Anaplan. McParlane leads Anaplan’s APAC operations
as they experience unprecedented growth and serve some of the most notable brands in the region,
including Globe Telecom, PT. Telekomunikasi Selular, NBN Co, and Casella Wines. Prior to Anaplan,
McParlane held the position of Regional Vice President ANZ, Coupa and Vice President Japan, ANZ,
Ariba. Early in his career, he was a manufacturing, supply chain, and procurement consultant with Price
Waterhouse. McParlane holds a bachelor’s degree in Logistics, Materials and Supply Chain Management
from Michigan State University.
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OPTIMIZING YOUR
MATERIAL FLOW

Your solution for productivity, reliability and safety.
Digital connectivity, automation and evermore individualized
products are the main drivers for change in intralogistics. But
this change affects each company in a different way.

Technological trends are only implemented when they achieve
added value for our customers. We provide thought-out
solutions, so that your requirements are met to a 100%.

Especially in times of change you can build on our strength:
For us at Linde there are no products of the rack.

LinDE – For your pErFormancE

3 www.linde-mh.com

All change in
fashion logistics
I

n recent years, the fashion industry has undergone a structural transformation. For
example, the traditional, European division of seasons into “spring/summer” and
“autumn/winter” continues to fade away, giving way to inter-season and special
collections. But it seems the drastic change in customer behaviour may be the most
critical reason for the transformation of the industry.
Rise of the online shopping
Buyers are less inclined to make their way to stores; they prefer to buy their clothes online.
As many as every eighth present under the Christmas tree is bought on the internet, with
clothes and technology counting among the most popular items. For online and mail-order
businesses, the fourth quarter around the Christmas period sees the highest sales of the
year. Almost 30 per cent of annual sales are generated in these three months.
e-Commerce is also stimulated by promotions on specific days, such as Black Friday
and Singles’ Day, as well as other discount events. At the same time, big data analytics
used by retailers support this trend by creating offers and buying incentives individually
tailored to the consumer. Total sales in e-commerce are rising rapidly, while the number
of products per order is decreasing: the customer buys less but more often. This leads to
an exponential increase in the number of deliveries in the online and mail-order sector.
In 2016, the volume of parcels delivered in Germany rose to almost 2.5 billion packages.
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The change in logistics

Looking at innovative solutions

The next step for the fashion industry

The trend towards ever-smaller units
with higher dynamics and complexity
has a pronounced effect on the logistics
processes involved. As a result of the
enormous growth in – and the increasing
relevance of – e-commerce, retailers
are taking logistics into their own
hands again. Up to now, they preferred
to outsource these tasks to external
suppliers. Ultimately, online and offline
sales channels and stocks are no longer
maintained in parallel, but instead in a
combined manner.

E-commerce and the resulting increasingly
high dynamics in the internal material flow
have changed the logistics structures
and present intralogistics providers with
new challenges. This is why material
handling equipment companies, such
as SSI Schaefer, offer customers in the
fashion industry products and solutions
tailored to their individual needs with
the optimum degree of automation. It
is critical for the industry to adopt highly
scalable system solutions that ensure
quick, efficient and flexible processes for
internal transport, storage and picking to
improve productivity, transparency and
ergonomics.

While many retailers think in terms of
seasons when selecting products for
their stores, fashion retailers have come
to change their assortment several times
within one season – the traditional “spring
collection” does not usually suffice. In
order for the employees in the shops to
focus solely on sales-related activities, an
increasing number of business processes
are being relocated from shops to
distribution centres. While this previously
involved tasks such as hanging goods on
hangers, price-tagging them and attaching
security tags, fashion logistics providers
are now required to deliver the goods to
the stores in an order that corresponds to
the shop layout. This is the only way to sort
the goods quickly and efficiently (shopfriendly delivery).

Furthermore, both stores and end
customers are supplied with goods from
one logistics centre. In addition to this,
an efficient returns management system
is essential: returned goods need to be
available for purchase again as quickly
as possible. The return rate in the sector
averages 40 to 50 per cent. Another
trend is the customer’s expectation to
receive their delivery within one to two
days. Some large online shops are already
offering same-day delivery and delivery
slots at times that suit the customer. This
means the order must be processed just
as quickly in the logistics centre in order to
be able to dispatch late orders after 4pm
on the same day.

One particular solution is the Cuby,
which is a one-level shuttle system with
a flexible design, in terms of capacity and
performance, for storing flat goods in bins
or cartons weighing up to 35kg. The Cuby
can be dimensioned over a length of up
to 100m and a height of up to 15m and as
many aisles as desired. In this way, it offers
the maximum possible storage density,
thanks to the streamlined travel paths for
the single-deep shuttles and the optimum
utilisation of space on the rack lines with
double-deep storage compartments, and
all with a minimal division of levels.

The high proportion of returned goods
brings another special feature for fashion
logistics: the management of employees
when checking and preparing returns. All
substeps of what are known as reverse
logistics need to be reduced, wherever
possible, in terms of the operational
logistics requirements using IT-supported
processes.

Another example of a transport solution
for bins and cartons or with an attachment
for hanging goods on clothes hangers is
the WEASEL® automated guided vehicle
(AGV). Designed for internal transport
operations, the vehicle is both flexible
and scalable. As no complex installation
work on the floor is required to install the
system, pedestrian and vehicle routes –
not to mention escape routes – are not
intersected.

Franz Stöger, Vice President of Fashion, SSI Schäfer
Franz Stöger graduated from the Higher Technical Institute with special focus on Mechanical Engineering
and has worked for SSI Schäfer Automation GmbH in Graz since 2006. In our new global sales structure
for automated system solutions, he was appointed Vice President for the Fashion market sector.
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Be innovative • Be committed • Be successful

For every task,
the right solution

WITRON: expert for logistics and storage systems

It takes more than sound technology and know how to plan and realize the
best logistics systems.

WITRON Logistik + Informatik GmbH, established in 1971 (headquarters Parkstein,
Bavaria, Germany), designs, realizes, and operates customized logistics and
material flow systems that generate sustainable competitive advantages for its
clients. WITRON has all the decisive key elements of a successful project under
one roof: logistics design, information and control technology, mechanics
design and production, as well as functional responsibility as general contractor
for logistics. The WITRON Corporate Group has 2,800 employees worldwide.
WITRON’s annual revenue in 2016 amounted to 485 million Euros. Other
WITRON branches are located in Rimpar (Germany), Arlington Heights, Illinois
(USA), Toronto (Canada), Venray (The Netherlands), Stoke-on-Trent (UK), Madrid
(Spain), Strasbourg (France), and Singapore.
WITRON Singapore Pte. Ltd. I Singapore 228208 I wtun@witron.co.uk

www.witron.com

Manage Your Product
Lifecycle to Maximise Your
Technology Investment
O

rganisations are going through a massive digital transformation. They are being
asked to be highly flexible and adapt to new technologies, while at the same time
managing shoestring budgets. With this transformation, organisations need a
strong partner that can work with them to guide them through these complexities while
maintaining their ability to successfully run their business.
Everything from workstations, to mobile devices and tablets, to smartphones and
communications equipment, to point of purchase systems, to field equipment and data
storage, computing and networking and applications – these components are essential
to even the least technology-savvy organizations. Every organisation has a different mix of
assets necessary to their successful operation, and very rarely do businesses have a “one
size fits all” approach to their technology solutions. Business technology solutions are like
snowflakes – no two are the same.
But there is one thing every organisation has in common – that’s a desire to maximise their
investments and receive a good return and value on the money they spend to improve
their business.
When it comes to optimising value from your technology investments and even finding a
way for your technology equipment to add to your bottom line, organisations need to make
sure they are thinking beyond just current utilisation of their assets. Organisations need
to fully understand how every link in their technology supply chain can lead to significant
savings, or even untapped revenue streams, if executed properly.
It helps to think of the entire lifecycle of your technology equipment, from before you even
begin to use your assets to what you will do with them at the end of their useful life. Pay
particular attention to the end of life of these products, a period when most are not paying
attention to a vital part of the supply chain known as reverse logistics. This graphic shows
where you should be paying attention as your products mature over their lifespan.
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There are several steps along the
technology product lifecycle where
organisations can improve efficiencies,
minimise down-time, save costs, reduce
complexities, and improve time-tomarket. Are you thinking about your
technology investment and implementing
improvements and processes to maximise
the lifespan and reduce costs along the
lifecycle?
Let’s take a look at six areas where you
focus your attention to begin to see
immediate results.
Supply Chain – Maximizing the value of
your technology equipment doesn’t just
involve the equipment itself, but the entire
process of purchasing, receiving, shipping,
and warehousing your equipment, so it’s
ready to plug and play, delivered where
you need it when you need it. Ask yourself
if your equipment manufacturer or reseller
partner is offering services that help you
manage your inventory. Are they capable
of safely and securely transporting your
equipment to locations where you need
it? Every step in the process of getting
your technology to the location where you
need it to operate is an important one,
so make sure you are managing these
processes efficiently, or working closely
with a partner that can handle the volume
and timing of your distribution, fulfillment,
and third party logistics needs.
Configuration and Customization – Every
organisation has unique technology
needs to accomplish their tasks, and
your technology equipment should be
properly configured and customised to
your singular specifications. Let’s face
it - you want your equipment to arrive at
your location all set up and ready to plug
in, turn on, and start using to support your
business. That means it should be tested
in a lab prior to shipping, making sure all
of the solutions you need are properly
installed by specialists. Perhaps it makes
sense to engage a partner that can provide
services like hardware, software, and
networking setup, asset tagging, custom
labeling and packaging, firmware updates
or other offerings so you can continue to

perform essential business functions.
Remember, lost time or malfunctioning
equipment costs you losses in revenues
and opportunities.

span of your technology, decreases the
frequency of down-time, and helps your
equipment retain its value as it approaches
the end of its useful life.

Integration – Rarely does an organisation
utilise technology solutions from only
one manufacturer, so it is imperative
to understand how your different
technology must work together to
function optimally. There are literally
thousands of manufacturers out there of
hardware, software, storage solutions and
more, all of which can be used to build
custom business technology solutions for
companies like yours. Making sure your
expert team (or trusted technology partner)
has the know-how to design, build, test,
and implement integrated systems into
your environment is essential. Do they
offer services like engineering support,
rack assembly, cable management and
testing, custom imaging, and other
integration services that will create value
for you as you use these systems?

End-of-Life and Asset Disposition – When
it is time to refresh your old technology
equipment, you will want to make sure that
you are doing it in the most safe, secure,
environmentally friendly, and perhaps most
important to your business, economical
way possible. If you have maintained the
value of your previous equipment, there
could be significant cost savings in trade
value for your retiring technology. And
anything with a memory will need to be
erased and wiped clean from all data, both
to industry and governmental security
standards. In some cases, this may even
require the destruction or shredding of
hard drives and other memory devices.
Select a partner with the experience and
capability to handle your unique asset
disposition needs.

Support Services – Manufacturers or
third party “white label” or “private label”
organisations offer support services for
your technology, via phone, live chat,
email, or on website portals. Level 1,
2, and 3 support functions as well as
remote access support can help you
maintain your own equipment and, with
capable support assistance and predictive
maintenance,
effectively
diagnose,
troubleshoot and repair your equipment in
real time. Remember, the more time your
equipment is up and running optimally is
the more time your business is focused on
serving your customers and maximising
your revenue.
Repair Services – From time to time, your
equipment will break, malfunction, or
require repair. And lost equipment time can
easily translate to lost revenue. Keeping
your equipment in full-working order and
offering the ability to quickly diagnose and
repair your equipment, either in a qualified
lab or in your business environment, is
essential to your technology investment.
Making sure your equipment is in top
performance shape maximises the life-

Businesses are wise to consider this
value proposition when selecting their
technology supply chain partner; they
should choose an organisation that has
experts in product lifecycle solutions
and that can serve as a single-source
provider and trusted advisor throughout
the continuum of a company’s hardware
asset investments. It is equally important
to select a an organisation that is able
to collaborate with customers, partners,
integrators and suppliers to maximise
the potential of assets with end-toend solutions – from design, through
integration, deployment, and maintenance
to disposition and disposal. A capable
technology supply chain organisation
with this kind of strength and agility can
help you transform your technology into
business solutions, no matter the industry,
on any continent, and at any stage of the
product lifecycle.

Martin Willemsen
Martin Willemsen serves as the general manager, Product Support Services, a business unit of Tech
Data Services APAC. Martin has 25+ years in the technology business. He is a highly energised and
results-oriented entrepreneurial, accountable for the entire services business P&L that includes IT
Product Support Services, Technology Integration and Professional Services. He is responsible for
business development, building and managing teams to drive profitable Services growth and to achieve
Tech Data’s Global Lifecycle Management Services’ financial goals across Asia Pacific and Japan.
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Shared Sourcing Model
for Small and Medium–
Sized Enterprises
A

ccording to the Singapore Business Federation, Singapore’s economic growth
averaged 7.5 per cent per year in the past 50 years. In a paper published by Singapore
Business Federation, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) can further
deliver Singapore economic success. Qualitative studies have shown that enterprises
shall leverage strategic inflows and outflows source of knowledge to accelerate internal
innovation, and markets expansion by focus on core business competencies. The purpose
of our paper suggests strategic sourcing strategy coupled with technology can help SMEs
to focus on core business activities and leapfrog productivity tremendously.
In Singapore, SMEs are defined as enterprises with an annual sales turnover of under
S$100m, or that employs less than 200 workers. SMEs form a significant portion of
Singapore’s economy, about 99 per cent of all businesses, employing nearly seven out of
ten employees.

SMEs Statistics

Enterprise Statistics (2015)		

SMEs

Non-SMEs

Enterprise Count: 190,000

99%

1%

Employment Count: 3.4 million

65%

35%

Nominal Value-Added (GDP): S$362 billion

48%

52%

Source: Department of Statistics, Singapore/

The level of SME’s productivity is lagging behind the non-SMEs. Data from the Department
of Statistics further show that labour productivity of SMEs is half of non-SMEs. While
it is understandable that SMEs have limited market reach and human resources when
compared to non-SME enterprises, the low labour productivity rates do not bode well in
globalisation.

SMEs and non SMEs Labour Productivity comparison
Statistics
Measurement

Singapore Economy

Manufacturing Sector

Value Add

No. of
Employees

Labour
Productivity

Value Add

No. of
Labour
Employees Productivity

SME

S$168.8 Bil

2.2 Mil

S$76,727

S$14.3 Bil

243,341

S$58,765

Non-SME

S$182.7 Bil

1.2 Mil

S$152,250

S$45.7 Bil

181,164

S$252,257

Source: “Singapore economy” (Department of Statistics Singapore, 2015): Report on the Consensus of Manufacturing Activities,
2013 (EDB)
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SMEs from other economies face similar
challenges in manpower cost, as shown
from a survey conducted by The Gallup
Organization on over 16 thousand SMEs
in Europe. The survey said the burden of
administering regulatory and compliance
tasks as exceptionally high for SMEs, up
to 10 per cent of the overall working hours,
and this time burden drop progressively as
the size of the company increases. We
should heed the conclusion that smaller
SMEs are more adversely impacted by
their lack of economies of scale, e.g.
Singapore SMEs.
SMEs and Sourcing Model
Besides the burden of administrative
tasks, it is a known fact that large
companies and organisations leverage
their size and scale to buy commodities
and services from the supply markets
at rates which are advantageous to
them, and often at below market levels.
These organisations pull their demand
together, tender their demand in the
open market, and entice their suppliers to
trade with them on preferential rates. The
professional buyers employed by these
organisations are experts with the supply
markets and the execution of sourcing
strategies. Leveraging economical of
scale, the larger organisations gain much
benefits in financial and non-financial
terms, e.g. security of supplies.
From the SME statistics (Table 1), the
majority of SMEs are ‘micro-SMEs’,
defined as registered businesses with an
annual turnover of less than $1m. MicroSMEs include businesses that are in their
start-up or challenging phase. These microSMEs can consider below sourcing model
to consolidate the economies of scale and
return higher benefits and productivity to
their businesses.

Once the buying specifications are agreed,
the approach takes into account the
standardisation of the market practices for
goods or services. By pooling the demand
of many together, suppliers treat the
tender as a single mega tender, i.e. thus
saving sales costs, as compared to many
micro tenders.

beginning of its government procurement
reform. The Interim Measure 2011 on
Facilitating the Development of SMEs in
Government Procurement, adopted jointly
by China Ministry of Finance and Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology,
shows that 30 per cent of government
procurement budget shall be set aside to
purchase goods and services from SMEs,
and granted a price preference in a range
of 6-10 per cent with exact margin to be
determined by relevant procurement
entity or its agent. MNC companies
are encouraged to use local SMEs as
subcontractors and form consortia with
SMEs for mutual co-creation of innovation.
What if the public sector works work
together with SMEs for shared model?
The leapfrog in productivity for Singapore
is tremendously with joint sourcing and
finance account payable system.

Public Sector

Conclusion

Public procurement plays a crucial part
in unlocking SMEs potential. In an article
from World Bank Blogs, May 2016 on
Government procurement – a path to
SME growth?, it quotes the US Federal
Government allocating 23 per cent of
all federal contracts to American SMEs.
In a report published by OECD on ongoing public procurement reform agenda
on Jan 21, 2015, China is highlighted
has been conscious of the impact of
public procurement on SMEs since the

Private and Public users can consider
aggregate purchase volume to shared
provider for market tender. Shared
providers manages external purchases
are independent parties who are not in
competition with any of the participants,
equal to business where clients place their
trust on our bankers in property purchases
and Taobao for better pricing. This model
has proven successful, and it is a matter of
time for private and public users to accept
and adopt the practices.

Shared Sourcing Model
What if a group of SMEs formed to
address the lack of economies of scale?
Through the group, the participating SMEs
pool their demand. Pooling their demand
and resources is existing mechanism
in MNC’s procurement departments to
obtain competitive rates from the open
market. The sourcing approach for SMEs
can be a light and temporary arrangement
for leveraging on their economies of scale.

Michael Koh, Head of Strategic Sourcing Technology, Asia Pacific, Dimension Data, and Chee Kin
Lin, Principal Consultant, EZ Solutions
Michael is the Head of Strategic Sourcing Technology, Asia Pacific, Dimension Data. As a member of the
NTT Group, we accelerate our clients’ ambitions through digital infrastructure, hybrid cloud, workspaces
for tomorrow, and cyber-security. Prior to his role, Michael served as the Head of Procurement, Asia
Pacific at Dimension Data, T-Systems, Germany’s ICT, A Deutsche Telekom Group Company and
Schneider Electric ITB. Michael started his procurement career with Hewlett Packard, held quality
management and supply chain roles with Motorola and Dell.
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ncreasingly complex operating environments, rising cost
pressures, reductions in working capital, as well as mounting
customer expectations, are driving the transformation of supply
chains around the globe. In particular, there has been a resurgence
of interest in adopting the integrated business planning (IBP)
model to deliver a dynamic and responsive supply chain network.
The successful adoption of IBP can unlock significant value for
businesses, strategically and operationally. IBP drives strategic
alignment across functions, helping businesses to overcome silo
mentalities, to build a customer-centric and demand-driven culture.
A typical example of the risks created by a silo-ed approach would
be when planned production levels struggle to support a sudden
surge in order volume driven by marketing teams. Consider how
linking up departments to communicate and plan activities can
help to stabilise processes, reduce non value-adding efforts and
improve overall cost efficiency. As well, beyond internal integration,
aligning inventories across the supply chain, at the manufacturer,
distributor and end-customer’s point, can result in more effective
promotional activities.
While this model is not new, few companies have gotten it right.
Most supply chains are still struggling to evolve from the simplistic
demand-supply balancing sales and operations planning (S&OP)
model of the 1980s to adopt the enterprise-wide approach of IBP.

Succeeding at integration
The majority of organisations who struggle
to move from S&OP to IBP have failed to
get the following three steps right:
1. Clearly define and achieve crossbusiness agreement on the IBP Framework
Organisations have long struggled to
execute and extract value from the
business planning process, which is often
hindered by a lack of clarity in what really
needs to be decided, when that decision
needs to be made and by whom. Issues
are often dynamic and multidimensional,
requiring decision-makers to consider
issues from multiple perspectives ranging
from category, brand, market, channel and
key account angles. Failure to do so can
lead to misalignment between planning
layers, their purpose and authority,
resulting in self-inflicted variability and
inefficiencies.
Even if organisations are able to win
consensus and align objectives across
multiple functions, the right decision
needs to be made at the right time. Given
supply chain lead times, the timeliness of
decisions needs to be governed by clear
planning horisons. This ranges from full
year strategy planning, integrated business
plans with a month-to-month view,
calibrations to supply and demand levels
on a weekly basis, to order management
on a daily basis. Effectively orchestrating
decision-making across all stages and
layers requires a planning framework with
clear roles and responsibilities.
2. Run IBP as an enterprise-wide rather
than a silo supply chain process
Such a cross-business approach is clearly
a game-changer when we consider
how designing and running the monthly
sales and operations planning process
has traditionally been tasked solely to
the supply chain department. Currently,

finance teams focus on post-mortem
reporting of quarterly and yearly financial
targets. However, finance teams can help
greatly by using financial models to drive
greater alignment between operational
decisions to profits and analysing financial
performance from a bottom-up in addition
to a top-down perspective. On the sales
and marketing front, most struggle to
provide forecasts beyond a month, and
are not held accountable for the accuracy
of these figures.
Tackling and breaking down these
silo mentalities, and creating a more
integrated and collaborative culture where
the commercial, finance and supply chain
operations work together, will be key to
implementing IBP.
3. Leverage Big Data and automation to
enable real-time and fact based decisionmaking
Most companies struggle to effectively
deal with today’s digital business
environment given their reliance on
outdated data sources. Consider this:
how many companies still conduct IBP
meetings using last week’s reports on last
month’s sales forecast that are primarily
a combination of spreadsheets, while
only partially utilising decision-making
tools such as advanced planning systems
(APS)?
Reimagining what operations planning
should look like in the digital world means
leveraging the latest cloud-based digital
tools and analytics into an exceptionbased operations planning process,
where information on exceptions to
the normal flow of supply chains are
captured. Capturing this in real time allows
organisations to test scenarios before
committing plans to production.
As data growth continues at an exponential
rate and is generated from multiple
sources, organisations will need to
integrate internal systems i.e., enterprise
resource planning (ERP) and APS, with
external data i.e., sales out data, as well
as ensure data accuracy, to obtain “one
version of the truth”.

By
leveraging
visual
dashboards,
visualisation software, robotic process
automation and intelligent automation
technologies, companies will be able
to achieve “lights out” planning, which
means minimal human intervention by
planners, allowing them to focus more on
strategic activities.
The takeaway
Yet, most organisations have a long
way before they can realise this vision.
Integrating systems and processes is
not only challenging but there is also no
one-size-fits-all approach. Further, global
organisations with complex manufacturing
networks across multiple countries often
fail to drive implementation of IBP across
all markets when they underestimate
the complexity and diversity of the local
market. Clearly, global organisations
require a different approach to IBP
compared to local or regional players
with a singular plant-to-market operating
model.
To increase their chances of success,
businesses will need to achieve the
above key principles to unlock the value
of an enterprise-wide digitally-enabled
IBP model. But these steps alone are
not enough. Leaders must drive change
management, and this must be supported
by executive collaboration and key
performance metrics that are not only
linked to targeted and balanced incentives,
and do not create conflict across functions.
The views in this article are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the global EY organisation or its
member firms.

Kuntha Chelvanathan, Partner & Michael Ignatiadis, Director, Singapore Supply Chain and Operations, Ernst
& Young Advisory Pte. Ltd
Kuntha leads the supply chain team in Singapore and the procurement team in ASEAN. She specialises in multiyear
supply chain transformation, operational strategy and has worked on projects across Europe and Asia-Pacific. Kuntha
has industry experience in developing and implementing global strategies for a leading telecommunications company
in Europe.
Michael is a Director with EY Advisory team in Singapore and part of the supply chain practice. Michael focuses in
supply chain planning and has deep regional and global cross industry experience in sales and operations planning
design and end-to-end planning transformation.
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s the global economy continues to grapple with disruptions
from technologies and innovations, profit pools are also
beginning to shift. With digital technologies pervading
more of everyday life, it is easy to assume that the economy’s
digitisation is already far advanced.
However, according to our various research studies, the digital
force has yet to become fully mainstream. On average, most
industries are less than 40 per cent digitised, despite the relatively
deep penetration of these technologies in media, retail, and high
tech.
However, the status quo remains a challenge. As digitisation
penetrates more completely, it is expected to dampen revenue
and profit growth for some, particularly the worst of the
underperforming companies, while the more advanced companies
are expected to capture disproportionate gains.
Bold, tightly integrated digital strategies will be the biggest
differentiator between companies that win and companies that
do not, and the biggest payouts will go to those that initiate
digital disruptions. Fast-followers with operational excellence and
superior organisational health will not be far behind.
Which begs the question in this article – are we leaving our
digital supply strategies to someone else? With many of today’s
operations outsource, it has unintentionally become a “race to the
bottom” for many organisations pursuing cost savings. While we
are often reminded that the cheapest is not necessarily the best,
it is definitely getting harder to decide the difference between
exceptional service level agreements or are desperate to win a
deal, when there are parties out there who are willing to drop their
costs upon contract negotiation, or are desperate to win a deal.

Are you
leaving the
Digital
Supply Chain
Strategies
and
Execution to
your 3PL?
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What’s happening to ID4.0?
The supply chain today is a series of largely discrete, siloed steps
taken through marketing, product development, manufacturing,
and distribution, and finally into the hands of the customer.
Digitisation brings down those walls, and the chain becomes a
completely integrated ecosystem that is fully transparent to
all the players involved — from the suppliers of raw materials,
components, and parts, to the transporters of those supplies and
finished goods, and finally to the customers demanding fulfillment.
This network will depend on a number of key technologies:
integrated planning and execution systems, logistics visibility,
autonomous logistics, smart procurement and warehousing,
spare parts management, and advanced analytics. The result will
enable companies to react to disruptions in the supply chain, and
even anticipate them, by fully modeling the network, creating
“what-if” scenarios, and adjusting the supply chain in real time as
conditions change.”
Industry 4.0 sees a confluence of three core technologies:
autonomous, Internet of Things (IoT) and data intelligence:
Autonomous & Robotics
Autonomous technologies tend to be viewed as the use of
robotics although the concept extends beyond that. Most notable
change in the use of autonomous technologies can be identified
as the difference between AGVs (automated guided vehicles)
and AMRs (autonomous mobile robots). The increasing number
of unique applications in the use of AMRs are beginning to
change the way warehouse operate, introducing the concept of
“collaborative robots” perpetuated by various companies, such
as Fetch Robotics, Locus Robotics and the newly set up The
Intelligent Warehouse in Singapore.

IoT
The IoT is the network of physical
devices, vehicles, home appliances and
other items embedded with electronics,
software, sensors, actuators, and network
connectivity, which enable these objects
to connect and exchange data. Each
thing is uniquely identifiable through its
embedded computing system but is
able to inter-operate within the existing
Internet infrastructure. Experts estimate
that the IoT will consist of about 50 billion
objects by 2020. It is also estimated that
the global market value of IoT will reach
US$7.1tr by 2020.
Essentially, IoT allows objects to be
sensed and controlled remotely across
existing network infrastructure, creating
opportunities for more direct integration
of the physical world into computerbased systems, and resulting in improved
efficiency, accuracy and economic benefit
in addition to reduced human intervention.
When IoT is augmented with sensors
and actuators, the technology becomes
an instance of the more general class
of cyber-physical systems, which also
encompass technologies, such as smart
grids, virtual power plants, smart homes,
intelligent transportation and smart cities.
Data Science
Data-driven business decisions make
or break companies. Such governance
is undertaken in order to be more
competitive. MIT Sloan School of
Management professors Andrew McAfee
and Erik Brynjolfsson explain in a Wall
Street Journal article that they performed
a study with the MIT Center for Digital
Business. They found that among the
companies surveyed, the ones that were
mostly data-driven had four per cent
higher productivity and six per cent higher
profits than the average.
Companies that approach decision-making
collaboratively tend to treat information as
a real asset more than in companies with
other approaches. That way, they tend to
identify business opportunities and predict
future trends more easily, and generate
more revenue with data.

Staying ahead of the game
When a company creates a logistics and
supply chain strategy, it is defining the
most cost effective levels at which its
logistics and supply chain are functioning
ultimate goal of any logistics strategy is
to deliver what the customers want. As
supply chains are constantly changing
and evolving, a company may develop a
number of strategies for specific product
lines, specific countries, or specific
customers. The ultimate goal of any
logistics strategy is to deliver what the
customers want, when they want it, and
getting that done by spending as little
money as possible.
The advent of new technologies brings
about an increasing need to consider new
investments. It is therefore a challenge
for supply chain executives to balance the
fine line between cost management and
capital investment.

We need to bring back collaborative
partnerships between service and
shippers and explore co-investment in
new technologies to speed up adoption.
If there is a way to enhance productivity,
operational effectiveness and efficiencies,
it can be found by integrating new
technologies into a company’s overall
supply chain and logistics execution.
Challenges ahead for 3PLs
Even as we continue to marvel at the
impact technologies can create, we cannot
ignore the fact that there is an intense
acceleration in the commoditisation of
logistics services. The sharing and gig
economy has already led to the conception
of many start-ups playing within the 3PL
space continue to be commoditised –
from software and systems to sharing
of warehouse space and last mile
distribution.

Collaborative Partnership
The outsource contract logistics model
is as old as many of the industry
professionals can remember. During its
hay-day, it was the platform that led to the
mega mergers that essentially created
what we have today in the likes of DHL,
Fedex and UPS.

As more and more services within the
3PL space continues to be commoditised,
it will become harder and harder for
these providers to focus on technological
advancements and adoption as focus is
then shifted to bottom line and viability.
3PLs with strategic asset ownerships
may still find a space to engage but
those who are purely facilitators, such as
freight forwarders and 4PLs may find the
competitive environment more challenging
in the next few years.

While contract logistics were designed
to solve an inherent challenge of “letting
someone else who can do the job better
do it”, it has since become a race of who
can offer the cheapest services. If a digital
economy whereby processes, systems
and solutions are changing rapidly, this
pathway will only lead to a potential
downward trend for everyone involved.

Owners (shippers) of supply chains will
need to realise that more effort is required
of them to take control of their supply chain
executions, even as service providers
continue to discover the space of viability
that can sustain their businesses while
the digitisation of the industries continue
to craft out a whole new world of logistics
execution systems.

A long term partnership with a service
provider may make sense in this instance.

Particularly when it comes to the adoption
of new technologies and innovations with
short-term,
cost-oriented
contractual
obligations, no profit making company
would pursue any long-term technology
investments without the assurance of
payback.

Paul Lim, Founder/President, Supply Chain Asia
Paul has worked for more than 25 years in the retail, logistics and supply chain industry, gaining experience
covering operations, business development, corporate and strategic management, as well as IT and supply
chain solutions. He started his career in retailing in 1988 when he joined Isetan and has worked with various
multinationals, including TNT Worldwide Express, EGL Global Logistics (now known as CEVA), Menlo
Worldwide Logistics and YCH Group, a Singapore home-grown logistics solutions provider.
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ccording to PricewaterhouseCoopers, 55 per cent of people
in Southeast Asia shop online at least once a month. This
almost-habitual behaviour toward online shopping has
consequentially left physical retailers to compete neck and neck.
There is one aspect of online shopping however that can never
compete with physical stores – time. In the age of ‘instancy’, the
e-commerce market is seriously lacking in speed.
The minimum time it takes for a product to reach consumers is a
couple of hours, if not, days, with express shipping. According to
the same study, a majority (60 per cent) of people in Southeast
Asia revealed that that they were willing to pay extra charges for
same-day deliveries, with 34 per cent saying that they were willing
to pay additional for 60-minute deliveries. With demand for speedy
deliveries clearly evident, ecommerce retailers must start offering
faster deliveries as a means to stay competitive in this market.

Leveraging on Automation
While most companies are fixated on
supply chain innovation, few realise the
potential for packaging innovation as a
means to improve efficiency. Optimising
assembly plays a huge role in increasing
efficiency and shipment speed. The
deployment of automated technology
solution is a long-term solution to meeting
the increasing demand of quick delivery of
online goods.
Automation
serves
to
eliminate
traditionally manual processes that are
often the slowest part of e-commerce
fulfillment. These are labour intensive
processes: shaping the carton, sealing
it, placing the orders into the carton,
preparing the correct documentation
necessary, conducting quality checks, and
finally sealing the carton for shipment.
Automation technology has the potential
to dramatically shorten this process,
maximise labour efficiency and hold down
costs in operations. Here are three ways
retailers can speed up the process:

1. Automated Fulfillment Systems
Automated fulfillment systems come
in handy for packages that require a
corrugated box for shipment. These
systems are designed to take accurate
measurements of the products and the
appropriate corresponding corrugated
box. This is done before the process of
shaping, sealing and placing the product is
automated. Retailers should not overlook
the importance of having right-sized
packaging as it helps the business reduce
dimensional weight shipping costs and
unnecessary wastage of fill material.
Automated fulfillment systems have
achieved great results, with some systems
reducing packaging time by as much as 35
per cent and dimensional weight by 20 per
cent. This solution more accurately and
efficiently meets the increasing demand
for e-commerce without having to rely on
additional manpower resources.
2. On-demand Inflatables
Smaller boxes do not mean lesser
protection – not with the right technologies
at least. Nor are loose fills smart; it comes
in giant bags that take up precious storage
space and not to mention, are expensive.
Inflatable air cushioning or void fill
systems on the other hand, can provide
superior damage protection. The machine
injects air into wraps of plastic, which
inflates to customisable shapes and sizes
to fit. Engineered on-demand, it produces
only as much packaging material as
needed, only when needed. This reduces
the warehouse space needed to store
packaging material by up to 40:1. More
importantly, it can improve the speed of
packing fulfillment by up to 50 per cent.

3. Rethinking the Box
Now not every product requires a box,
not when a shipping mailer will do.
Boxes can be bulky, time-consuming to
construct and with its growing demand
and limited supply, increasingly costly.
This could contribute to time and resource
inefficiencies in the packaging fulfillment
chain. In contrast, a polyethylene mailer
is quick, affordable and easy to use - the
perfect solution for apparel and other soft
goods.
Automation is possible even with
polyethylene mailers. Just like the
automated fulfillment system for the
corrugated box, an automated mailer
system also expedites the process
of sorting, application of labels and
scanning. However, mailer packs can
also be customised to the dimensions of
the product, cut and sealed to precision.
This allows for lightning speed delivery
while cutting down the unnecessary
dimensional weight cost from a bulky
box, improving profit margins for your
business and remaining price-competitive
for customers.
In light of consumers’ need for speed
in this competitive market, packaging
automation is the sustainable long-term
solution for any business in this space.
Smart businesses will couple automation
with the right sized packaging and
appropriate product protection so that
their customers will find their orders
arriving in good time and in good condition;
while they themselves reap greater
order fulfillment throughput, velocity and
profit margins as they gradually improve
their pack processes to be as nimble as
possible.
Though initial investments in automation
are inevitably required, taking that leap of
faith will prove worthwhile especially as
the Southeast Asian e-commerce market
grows to a projected $88bn by 2025.

Pasi Pesonen, Vice President, Product Care, Asia Pacific Region, Sealed Air
Pasi has been with the organisation for 26 years. He first joined Diversey in Finland and has since
lived in six different countries, successfully serving in several local clusters in Marketing, Supply
Chain/Logistics, Sales and General Management roles. Diversey Care is now a business within
Sealed Air. He has an extensive professional and leadership track record with broad business
experience.
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Record Crowds celebrate
Industry’s Achievements
Held on 16 November at Mandarin Orchard Hotel, Supply Chain Asia (SCA) Industry Night features a lively annual awards show and a
networking gala dinner.
A total of 35 awards from individual and corporate award categories were presented in celebration of the supply chain and logistics
industry.
With over 500 guests and 50 sold-out tables, this year’s annual awards is SCA’s biggest attendance yet.

Live voting steals the show
YCH Group swept four awards, including Care & Positive Work Environment, Supply Chain Innovation of the Year – Infrastructure, and
Asian 3PL of the Year.
However, the limelight was on Overall Supply Chain Partner of the Year. For the first time ever, the event includes a live voting element for
the audience to select their favourite supply chain partner from a list of finalists. It was a close fight between DHL and YCH Group, two
of the more prominent stars in the supply chain industry, particularly in the region.
With a final total of 419 votes, it went down to the wire as YCH Group barely beat DHL by two per cent. The exciting battle was a reflection
of the dynamic nature of the industry.

Introducing new awards categories
In a bid to extend recognition to other sectors of the supply chain industry, SCA has also created new awards categories under Supply
Chain Innovation of the Year, namely in the start-up, small-and-medium enterprises (SMEs) and multinational spheres.
In addition, there is a special category called Care & Positive Work Environment of the Year, sponsored by National Trades Union Congress.
It recognises companies that adopt fair treatment of term contract employees and provides opportunities for flexible work arrangements.
For the individual sectors, four Honorary Fellows recognition were awarded under the newly launched Supply Chain Fellowship Programme.
The Honorary Fellows is a recognition given to senior logistics and supply chain professionals who have contributed significantly to its
organisation’s presence and success in the industry.
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Recognition Awards
Partner of the industry
Partner of the Industry recognises individuals who strongly support the supply chain industry and regularly provide
guidance, industry expertise and endorsement for the community.
Mr Vivek Kumar, Assistant Director-General, National Trade Union Congress
Mr Vivek Kumar is Assistant Director-General of the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC). He is the Director of U
Startup, U Associate, U Future Leaders & U PME.
Under his leadership, his team grows the Labour Movement and builds relationships with 3-Generation NTUC
members & networks, together with NTUC-affiliated unions and associations, NTUC Social Enterprises, NTUC U
Associate professional guilds & professional groups such as start-ups & technopreneurs. Mr Vivek is presently a
board member of NTUC Link Pte Ltd, NTUC Club, & PME Hub Pte Ltd. He is also a Board Member of the InfoComm
Media Development Authority (IMDA).
He is the honorary Chairman of the Asia-Pacific Advisory Board of Global Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) Council, a
keynote speaker at regional conferences, and writes in selected business publications.

Honorary Fellows
The Honorary Fellows is a recognition given to senior logistics and supply chain professionals who have contributed
significantly to its organisation’s presence and success in the industry.
Mr Chong Kit Lin, Chief Executive Officer, Global Airfreight
Global Airfreight International (GAI) was established in 1970 in Singapore as a privately-owned company specialising
in air freight forwarding between Singapore and Jakarta, Indonesia. GAI began building its network of overseas
agents and in 1984 joined the WACO network to extend its geographical coverage.
In 1987, GAI set up offices in Penang and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and continued regional growth in Indonesia,
Myanmar, Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Taiwan, and China. Today, Global Group employs over 600 full-time
personnel in nine countries and 21 cities. With over S$150m in revenue, it is the largest Singaporean-owned freight
forwarder and among the largest SME forwarders in ASEAN. GAI has diversified into ships spares, oil & gas,
aviation, pharmaceutical and life sciences sectors. In 2017, GAI developed a daily cross-border LTL (less than truck
load) network into peninsular Malaysia, and enhanced its contract logistics capabilities in warehousing and regional
distribution.
GAI has extensive experience in project cargo services. GAI understands the challenges of project cargo execution
and tailors effective solutions. It works closely with qualified and trusted partners worldwide to ensure project
cargoes are shipped on time and within budget.
Mr Hura Kamadjaja, Founder, Kamadjaja Logistics
Mr Hura Kamadjaja founded Kamadjaja Logistics (K-LOG) five decades ago. From humble beginnings, the company
today is considered a pioneer among third-party logistics companies in Indonesia, with the widest logistics networks
supported by modern facilities.
Under his leadership, Kamadjaja Logistics has won numerous national and international awards. The company has
worked hard toward achieving its vision: “The preferred one stop logistics solutions” and is among the top 25
Logistics Providers in Indonesia and one of the top 250 Indonesian companies. He has now passed on the leadership
of the company to the next generation. As President Director – and father – he has always encouraged his children to
strive for the best, and to continue to work toward the advancement of Indonesia’s logistics industry.
His hard work and dedication have earned him significant recognition. In 2014, he received the Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Indonesian Logistics Association (ALI), presented by Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs,
Mr Hatta Rajasa. The following year, K-LOG Park, the country’s first integrated logistics facility and trendsetter in
Indonesia Logistics Industry, was inaugurated. Most recently, in 2016, the company was certified as a Bonded
Logistics Center and was among the first 11 companies to be inaugurated by President Joko Widodo.
Kamadjaja Logistics is the preferred Indonesian company providing integrated logistics solutions in the country today.
Mr Hura Kamadjaja’s foresight and vision have helped the company grow exponentially over the decades and under
his watchful eye, is on course to retaining its top position.
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Mr Poh Choon Ann, Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, PTC Logistics
During the 1960s, Mr Poh joined the then-fledgling family business founded by his two elder brothers. The group
was able to ride on the wave and seized the opportunity when the Singapore government was building up its
infrastructure and sought to plug the gap in the handling of bulk cargoes.
Under his leadership, PTC has since grown to be one of the largest local logistics companies in Singapore and was
listed in 1999 on the Mainboard of the Singapore Stock Exchange. Its public tranche was 163 times over-subscribed.
In the area of Supply Chain Management, PTC has grown from a humble beginning of having just one Mini-Server
and ten dumb terminals to over 20 Windows Servers, various operations software applications and over 300 Personal
Computers in a span of 25 years since Mr Poh’s son, Poh Kay Leong joined PTC in 1996 after completing his
Computer Science Degree and National Service in the Police Force.
In the area of Innovation, PTC has not only invested into technologies like Global Position System (GPS) in all the
trucks, but also developed Electronic Proof of Delivery (ePOD) for the “last-mile” operations. PTC is in the process
of implementing Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology in the Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)
operations now.
Mr Stephen Chan, Chief Executive Officer, SC FulFil
Mr Stephen Chan, founder of the SC Fulfil Group, provides consultancy services and e-logistics solutions to blue
chips high technology and logistics companies.
Mr Chan first ventured into the freight forwarding industry in 1969 and rose through the ranks to become the Chief
Executive Officer of MSAS, Asia (now known as the Exel Group). He retired from full time employment with the
Exel Group in 1999 but continued to serve as Deputy Chairman, Asia until 2001. Throughout his career, Mr Chan
provided outstanding leadership as the business grew from modest beginnings to become the recognised market
leader in Asia. As well as excellence in people management, Mr Chan also demonstrated huge expertise in building
constructive and successful relationships with major customers and carriers.
With 35 years experience in the logistics industry and vast network, Mr Chan has access and provides advice to
several of the leading logistics players in Asia, with a particular focus in China.

Individual Awards
Supply Chain Professional of the Year
Supply Chain Professional of the Year is awarded to selected individuals whose roles and responsibilities require them to
support their corporate supply chain and procurement management.
Mr Allen Wan, Head of Supply Chain, Diageo
As head of supply chain, Mr Allen Wan oversees the overall Supply Chain operations and is also responsible for
setting the direction and strategy for the International Supply Centre in Singapore in DIAGEO, the biggest alcohol
beverage company in the world.
Having started his career in Sales & Marketing after graduating from the University of Glasgow, he joined DIAGEO 10
years ago and made the switch to Supply Chain and have since worked across a variety of roles including Strategy,
Sales & Operational Planning, Procurement, Manufacturing, Customer Service and Logistics. He is known to
consistently deliver on performance and also oversaw transitions, integrations and business transformation projects.
One of his biggest passions is bringing out the best in the people he works with and taking a keen interest in growing
and developing talents.

Mr Sebastian Chua, Head of Procurement, Health Promotion Board
Mr Sebastian Chua has accumulated over 20 years of procurement experience within the Indirect Procurement
& Project Sourcing domains and held several regional and country positions in Asia Pacific. Mr Chua started his
procurement career with Agilent Technologies (a spin-off from Hewlett-Packard) as their Country Manager for India,
Singapore, Thailand and Philippines before he took on the portfolio as the Regional Procurement Manager. Mr
Chua then moved on to join Microsoft and Alcatel Lucent as Head of Procurement to transform their procurement
organisation in Asia Pacific region.
In September 2013, Mr Chua took on a new challenge to accept the opportunity to transform the public procurement
practices at Health Promotion Board (HPB), a statutory board under the Ministry of Health. He reports to CEO, HPB in
his current role as Head of Procurement. His Procurement Paper at HPB “Transformative THINKING. Transformative
DOING” was shortlisted for publication at The Journal of Public Procurement (USA) and APAC CIO Outlook
Magazine. He was also nominated for individual awards at the World Procurement Congress (UK), ProcureCon EPIC
Awards (USA), CPO Award by The Faculty (Australia), Procurement Leaders APAC Forum, etc. in recognition of his
procurement leadership. Mr Chua is an industry speaker for the MBAs at the NUS Business School, The Logistics
Institute – Asia Pacific and Nanyang Business School.
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Ms Vivian Tan, Senior Director, Supply Chain Operations, Nike
Ms Vivian Tan is Senior Director, Supply Chain Operations for Global Trading Company at Nike. She is also a member
of the Global Fulfilment Leadership Team at Nike.
Ms Tan is a 30-year supply chain veteran in technology, healthcare and consumer goods industries. She has held
positions across the end-to-end supply chain, including manufacturing, demand planning, inventory management and
customer operations. She was also instrumental in start-up ventures in the semiconductor industry, implementing
Asia Pacific Operations Headquarters in Hong Kong and Singapore.
Ms Tan has spent over 13 years in Nike, integrating several cross-functional elements as a supply chain practitioner.
She led logistics, including distribution centres, transportation, trade and customs, and brand protection, for the
Greater China region. Ms Tan was also instrumental in driving the network optimisation study for China during its
rapid growth expansion phase. Ms Tan was then promoted to an Asia Pacific role helming all logistics outsourcing
contracts and negotiations based out of Shanghai.
Ms Tan was appointed to her current role in 2011, where she relocated back to Singapore, to operationalise supply
chain for Nike’s global trading hub. Today, it has established trade integrations with all major Nike geographies,
including North America, EMEA, Greater China and most Asia countries.

Mr Hong Han Thanh, Director of Logistics, Pepperl + Fuchs
Mr Hong Han Thanh has been with Pepperl+Fuchs, Singapore for the past 18 years. Throughout this period, he has
undertaken diverse roles spanning from small departments in Supplier Quality Assurance to setting up a new Plant
in Vietnam for the Pepperl+Fuchs Group.
A committed and driven individual, he endeavours to build and complete his latest project; the Global Distribution
Center in Singapore tapping on Industry 4.0, which helmed the largest single investment ever done in the
Pepperl+Fuchs company history. He is equipped with global leadership competencies and sharp acumen which
added to his contributions to the success of its first ever Global Distribution Center in Singapore. Projecting his
can-do-attitude and no-fear for new challenges, Mr Hong has covered end-toend operational Supply Chain functions
ranging from Quality Assurance, Production Planning, Manufacturing, and Logistics and to his pride, managing of the
entire Plant in Vietnam with over 400 employees.
Born in Vietnam and raised in Germany at a very young age, Mr Hong had the opportunity to be exposed and work
with two different cultures. With his rich experience, coupled with his vast knowledge, this has definitely molded
him to the person he is today.

Mr Henry Low, Director, Prime Now Asia Pacific
Mr Henry Low leads the operations group for Prime Now, and oversees fulfilment, delivery, supply chain, procurement
and operations integration. Prior to this, he has held several director-level positions at Amazon since 2013 and has
led 2000+ people organisations within the Amazon EU fulfillment group. He joined Amazon UK in the Amazon
Operations MBA Pathways programme in 2010.
Born and raised in Singapore, Mr Low has lived in many countries including the UK, the US and Switzerland. Prior
to Amazon, he enlisted in the Singapore Armed Forces in 1993 and was awarded the Sword of Honour and the SAF
Merit Scholarship and has served in senior command and staff roles within the Singapore Ministry of Defence and
the Republic of Singapore Navy.
Mr Low holds a Bachelors of Science (Honours) in Psychology from University College London UK and Masters of
Business Administration (Honours) from IMD Switzerland. He is happily married and has two precocious boys. Mr
Low enjoys culinary experiments and plays bad golf if he has good company.

Mr Brian Spitzkeit, Division Vice President – APAC Procurement – Tapestry (former Coach Inc)
Mr Brian Spitzkeit is a global business professional who has spent his entire career in the Supply Chain Management
and Procurement fields. Mr Spitzkeit is based out of Singapore where he is responsible for the Asia Pacific Indirect
Spend at Tapestry. (Coach, Stuart Weitzman, Kate Spade).
He leads a team of procurement professionals across the region (Singapore, Shanghai, and Tokyo) where they partner
with business stakeholders to develop and execute supply strategies to create value for the organisation. Prior to
Coach, Mr Spitzkeit worked for McDonald’s, establishing their Global Indirect Procurement function out of Chicago
(US) and Singapore (APAC). Prior to McDonald’s, he spent several years in Consulting (PwC, Alaris Consulting),
helping a wide range of clients optimise their Supply Chains and develop their Procurement Organisations.
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Young Supply Chain Professional of the Year
Young Supply Chain Professional of the Year honours an exceptional young professional who is marked to rise up the ranks due to his/her
talent, diligence as well as determination to drive the supply chain industry.
Mr Alessandro Duri, Regional Director of Operations, ZALORA
After gaining experience in Asian markets, such as Hong Kong and China, with Italian multinational firms, Mr
Alessandro Duri joined Rocket Internet and ZALORA in the early days of 2012, helping shaped the operations of one
of the first Southeast Asian fashion e-tailers.
Today, as ZALORA Regional Director of Operations, he is responsible for the overall operations of ZALORA including
the coordination and planning of e-fulfilment distribution facilities, last mile and reverse logistics networks, supply
chain and inbound freight solutions, customer service and photo-shooting e-production.
He focuses on the daily coordination across eight countries in Southeast Asia of three international distribution
centres, 500+ riders, 30 and more express delivery couriers, and three main customer service hubs.
In addition, Mr Duri manages the inbound freight flows for ZALORA, liaising with the hundreds of suppliers worldwide
that help in composing ZALORA’s unique fashion product offerings.

Supply Chain Manager of the Year
Supply Chain Manager of the Year is awarded to selected individuals performing the roles of logistics and supply chain management for
third-party logistics services providers and vendors.
Mr Lucas Tan, Director of Business Development, Zuellig Pharma
Mr Lucas Tan has more than 12 years of experience in the Logistics and Supply Chain industry with a strong focus
in both commercial and operations.
He is the Director of Business Development for Zuellig Pharma Specialty Solutions Group where he is responsible
to drive new business growth and strategic key initiatives for the organisation. In the past seven years, he has
successfully worked with many Pharmaceutical Manufacturers to redesign their Asia Pacific Supply Chain Networks
and set up Regional Logistic Hubs in Singapore. He also teaches on an adjunct basis at SUSS’ School of Business,
Logistics and Supply Chain Management Program. Previously, he was the Senior Business Solutions Manager for
TNT, designing and implementing logistics and transportation solutions for the clients. He has received multiple
awards from TNT such as Best Individual Achievement, Special Recognition and Business Solutions Manager of the
Year.
Graduated in 2005 from The Logistics Institute – Asia Pacific, he was awarded dual M.Sc – an M.Sc (Industrial
Engineering) from Georgia Institute of Technology and an M.Sc (Logistics and Supply Chain Management) from
National University of Singapore. Mr Tan is a Certified Professional Logistician (CPL) from the Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport (CILT) and a Certified Project Management Professional (PMP) from the Project Management
Institute (PMI).

Supply Chain Educator of the Year
Supply Chain Educator of the Year is awarded to selected individuals working as professors, lecturers and trainers in the field of supply
chain and logistics management.
Dr Robert de Souza, Executive Director & Chief Executive, The Logistics Institute – Asia Pacific
Dr Robert De Souza is the Executive Director and Chief Executive of The Logistics Institute – Asia Pacific (TLI – Asia
Pacific) since 2003. TLI - Asia Pacific is a premier national institute housed at the National University of Singapore for
nurturing logistics excellence in industry, postgraduate research and education.
Prior to joining TLI – Asia Pacific, Dr de Souza was Executive Vice President for V3 Systems in the Asia Pacific,
Corporate Senior Vice President and Global Chief Knowledge Officer at Viewlocity Inc. and Vice Chairman and CEO
of SC21 Pte. Ltd. Dr de Souza is a Professor at the Georgia Institute of Technology in the US, a Senior Fellow at the
National University of Singapore and a Visiting Professor at City University of Hong Kong. Dr de Souza also serves
as the Programme Manager for Logistics and SCM (Urban Systems Initiative) at the National Agency for Science,
Technology and Research in Singapore.
He leads large teams of academics in new initiatives and supports key ASEAN Universities in delivering Humanitarian
and Urban Logistics Education. He has spoken internationally at many conferences and special sessions and has
authored and contributed to many publications. He is also a member of the Editorial Boards of select international
journals and co-editor of a special book series in Logistics published by Springer. Dr de Souza has also been consulted
by many multinationals, universities and government agencies. Dr de Souza is a Chartered Engineer and serves on
multiple industry, government and academic committees.
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Most Inspiring Professional of the Year
The Most Inspiring Professional of the Year is awarded to selected individuals who have contributed to the development and cause of the
supply chain and logistics industry in Asia. This can be done in the capacity of a professional, public servant or volunteer.
Mr Dave Ng, Chairman, Singapore Transport Association
Mr Dave Ng graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce in International Supply Chain Management and holds a Diploma
in Computer Studies and Business.
Mr Ng is 41 years of age. He started undertaking sales in a related company under BS Technology Pte Ltd before
being appointed Director, BS Technology in 2002. He was appointed Executive Director of Bok Seng Logistics Pte
Ltd in 2005 as well as Executive Director of BS Technology Pte Ltd. In January 2011, he was elevated to assume the
appointment of Chief Executive Officer, Bok Seng Logistics Pte Ltd and on 1st March 2014 the appointment of Bok
Seng Group Chief Executive Officer.
Concurrently, he also holds the appointment of Director in Bok Seng PPSEZ Dry Port Co Ltd, Bok Seng Heavy
Equipment Sdn Bhd, PT Bok Seng Investment Indonesia, and Marinteknik Shipbuilders (S) Pte Ltd.
As part of his contribution to the industry, he is also the current Chairman for the Singapore Transport Association,
a recent appointed council member for the Singapore Logistics Association and Council committee member for
Workplace Safety & Health Council (Logistics & Transport). He also assists as a committee member for Bukit View
Primary School Advisory as well as an advisory committee member for Centre of Innovation for Supply Chain
Management, Republic Polytechnic.

Supply Chain Woman of the Year
Supply Chain Woman of the Year must be someone who has a direct contribution and engagement with the logistics and supply chain
industry.
Ms Pang Mei Yee, Vice President, Head of Asia Pacific Innovation, DHL Supply Chain
Ms Pang Mei Yee leads the DHL Asia Pacific Innovation Center (APIC). APIC is part of a DHL global innovation
platform with a mission to inspire, connect and engage industries with the future of logistics. Under Ms Pang’s
leadership, a team of innovators seed ideas to link businesses and relevant partners; bringing innovative solutions to
life. She is also responsible for Solution Delivery and Service Management for DHL’s top customers.
Prior to her appointment in July 2014, she was Partner at DHL Consulting and head of office for Asia Pacific. DHL
Consulting advises senior management of Deutsche Post DHL Group on management topics and customers on
supply chain strategy. She led a team of consultants in Singapore and has a keen focus on improving supply chain
effectiveness for DHL’s customers in Asia.
She has a keen interested in all trends that have an impact on logistics. Ms Pang holds an MBA from Manchester
Business School and is a CPA since 2002. Ms Pang is a Singapore national and speaks Mandarin and English.

SME CEO of the Year
SME is defined as a company with a turnover of less than S$100m or with an employment size of less than 200 employees. SME CEO of
the Year must have a direct interactions and engagement with the logistics and supply chain industry.
Mr Ken Koh, Group Chief Executive Officer, Yang Kee Logistics
Mr Ken Koh, 41, is the son of the Founder of Yang Kee Logistics Pte Ltd, Mr Koh Yang Kee, and is currently the Group
CEO of the company. He graduated from Nanyang Technological University in 2001 with a degree in Electrical and
Electronic Engineering. Prior to joining Yang Kee, he was involved in Business Development in Hewlett-Packard.
Mr Ken Koh is responsible for the overall management, strategic planning, business development and overseas
expansion of the Group’s networks, as well as its local and global subsidiaries. He also chairs the Investment
Committee of the Executive Committee that looks at potential merger and acquisitions and investment opportunities.
Mr Ken Koh is a council member of Singapore Logistics Association,a trade association to fulfil its objectives in
close collaboration and engagement with logistics companies and professionals, institutions and academia, industry
organisations and partners, government agencies as well as international organisations and businesses.
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Supply Chain CEO of the Year
Supply Chain CEO of the Year is awarded to selected individuals working for third-party logistics service providers and based in Asia.
Mr Ditlev Blicher, Chief Executive Officer of Asia Pacific, DB Schenker
Mr Ditlev Blicher, born in Denmark, oversees the 13,000 employees currently operating across 200 locations in 20
countries throughout the Asia Pacific region for DB Schenker.
With over a decade of experience based in Asia, Mr Blicher is no stranger to the region. Prior to joining DB Schenker,
he was most recently President of Asia Pacific & Europe; Co-President Global Freight Forwarding and Executive
Board Member of a multi-national supply chain management company.
He received his Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from Northwood University and completed executive
studies at Oxford University.

Chief Supply Chain Officer of the Year
Chief Supply Chain Officer of the Year is awarded to selected individuals working for manufacturers or cargo owners with direct
responsibility for the Asia Pacific region.
Mr Eric Wang Zhenhui, Chief Executive Officer, JD Logistics
In his role, Mr Eric Wang is in charge of JD.com’s global-leading logistics team, which leverages JD’s advanced
technology and logistics expertise to provide smart supply chain and logistics services to businesses across a
wide range of industries. Mr Wang oversees JD.com’s comprehensive logistics solutions including warehousing,
transportation, delivery, and after-sales services, as well as the smart logistics and cross-border logistics teams.
Mr Wang joined JD.com in April 2010 as General Manager of the company’s North China region. He has also held
leadership roles in the company’s Warehousing and Logistics Department, and served as President of JD Smart.
Prior to joining the company, Mr Wang held senior executive roles at the Lenovo Group and Eternal Asia Supply
Chain Company.

Visionary of the Year
Visionary of the Year serves to honour the professional who does not work in the supply chain and logistics capacity, but pushes the
progress of the industry through other means, such as policies and economic plans.
Mr Dennis Quek, Director, Centre of Innovation for Supply Chain Management, Republic Polytechnic
Mr Dennis Quek is the Director for the Centre of Innovation for Supply Chain Management at Republic Polytechnic.
The Centre helps Singapore-based companies develop, strengthen and deepen supply chain and logistics expertise
through innovation in process and technology.
Mr Quek has held various key management positions in both local and global companies. His last appointment in the
private sector was as Chief Operating Officer of Singapore Post Limited. He is a Lean Practitioner and has more than
25 years’ experience in hi-tech electronics manufacturing and post-manufacturing services; and in logistics & physical
distribution for various industry segments including electronics and petroleum-chemicals. Prior to joining Republic
Polytechnic in 2012, Mr Quek was actively involved in the local logistics industry through the Singapore Logistics
Association and served two terms in its Council as its 2nd Deputy Chairman. Mr Quek is a mechanical engineer and
holds an EMBA from the University of Buffalo, The State University of New York. He enjoys photography and outdoor
and adventure activities.
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Hall of Fame
Hall of Fame is awarded to a senior professional with visible and extensive contributions to the supply chain and logistics development
in Asia Pacific region.
Mr Onno Boots, Regional Vice President, Asia Pacific, Geodis Wilson
Netherlands-born Mr Onno Boots has full P+L responsibility for the Group’s operations in the Region across 14
countries.
With an extensive background in business development and finance in the industry, Mr Boots is instrumental in
spearheading Geodis’ ambition to capture a significant market share of business in this fast-expanding region and
challenging and diverse environment, where he continues to serve on the Boards of two non-profit organisations in
Singapore that promote the logistics industry within the Asia Pacific Region.
At Geodis, our mission is to be the growth partner of our clients by demonstrating our commitment to delivering
service excellence to our business partners, and by constantly adapting to fast-changing and growing markets and
new technologies with an agile and full offering orchestrated by a passionate team.
Mr Boots has an extensive history in the industry. He joins Geodis from Celebi Aviation Holding / Celebi Holding,
an Airport Services Company that specialises in Passenger and Ground Handling as well as Airport Cargo Terminal
management in 38 airports, with operations in the Middle East, Europe and India. He served as the Group CEO,
located in Istanbul, Turkey.

Special and Corporate Awards Finalists
Care & Positive Work Environment of the Year

Kerry Logistics is a leading logistics service provider in Asia with extensive operations across Greater China and
the ASEAN region, as well as the largest Hong Kong-based international third-party logistics service provider. It is
principally engaged in the integrated logistics and international freight forwarding businesses and has more than 550
office locations in 40 countries and territories supported by a large agency network across six continents.

At Pan Asia Logistics, we fuse equally high levels of German efficiency with Asian commitment to deliver unparalleled
standards of logistics services to our customers from offices across key cities in Asia as well as through an extensive
global network of strategic partners. Supported by over 1,000 logistics professionals who place our company’s core
values of Knowledge-Driven, Integrity, Personal Relationships and Service Excellence above everything else, we
have become one of the fastest growing logistics companies in Asia Pacific.

Established in 1990 and with its headquarters in Singapore, Yang Kee Logistics was founded with only a fleet of two
trucks as a trucking company, and is today, an end-to-end global supply chain logistics partner with a global presence
in 11 countries.
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Founded in 1955, YCH Group is the leading integrated end-to-end supply chain management and logistics partner
to some of the world’s largest companies, including Dell, Motorola, Samsung, LG, ExxonMobil, Unilever, LVMH
and Royal FrieslandCampina. YCH Group’s suite of innovative award-winning end-to-end supply chain management
solutions — Intribution™, Intrabution™, Retrogistics™ etc. — employ cutting edge web-technologies that are bestin-class across industry clusters from electronics and consumer, to chemical and healthcare, to deliver powerful
competitive advantages for customers.

Sustainability of the Year

DB Schenker is the world’s leading global logistics provider — we support industry and trade in the global exchange
of goods through land transport, worldwide air and ocean freight, contract logistics and supply chain management.
Integrated logistics resides at the world’s most important intersections, where the flow of goods creates an effective
link between carriers. Our value-added services ensure the flow of goods continues seamlessly and supply chains
stay lean and optimized for success. Our business holds top positions in automotive, technology, consumer goods,
trade fair logistics, special transports, and special events logistics.

Supply Chain Innovation of the Year – Infrastructure

Founded in 1955, YCH Group is the leading integrated end-to-end supply chain management and logistics partner
to some of the world’s largest companies, including Dell, Motorola, Samsung, LG, ExxonMobil, Unilever, LVMH
and Royal FrieslandCampina. YCH Group’s suite of innovative award-winning end-to-end supply chain management
solutions - Intribution™, Intrabution™, Retrogistics™ etc. - employ cutting edge web-technologies that are bestin-class across industry clusters from electronics and consumer, to chemical and healthcare, to deliver powerful
competitive advantages for customers.

Supply Chain Innovation of the Year – Software & Systems

At JDA Software, we understand that the customer is the new boss. With this knowledge, we help more than 4,000
companies worldwide deliver for their customers everyday while optimising costs, increasing revenue and reducing
time to market. For over 30 years, JDA has been the leading provider of end-to-end, integrated retail and supply chain
planning and execution solutions. Our heritage, customer base and industry expertise have combined to create the
leader in supply chain and retail solutions.
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Supply Chain Innovation of the Year – Material Handling Equipment

Since its inception in 1937, SSI SCHAEFER has been an owner-operated, German family company. With over 50
subsidiaries worldwide, SSI SCHAEFER is a strong and reliable partner. Whether in industry, trade, commerce or
public organisations, our products are in use on all continents and fulfil your tasks efficiently and competently.

Supply Chain Innovation of the Year – Start-up

Cosmiqo International Pte Ltd is a supply chain and operational analytics company innovating in sectors, such as
tourism, infrastructure, logistics, manufacturing and smart cities. We build sensor-based platforms to collect and/or
analyse big data that is used to streamline company operations, intelligent and predictive engines that simplify the
decision making process, and customised sensing and analytical solutions to suit your everyday needs.

Supply Chain Innovation of the Year – LSP/SME

GKE Warehousing & Logistics Pte Ltd is incorporated on 1998 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of GKE Corporation
Ltd, which is listed on the Catalist Board of Singapore Stock Exchange. As a third-party logistics solution service
provider, we believe that meeting our customers’ needs through innovative technologies and excellent services are
critical success factors. While providing customer an ease of mind, it will also assist us to achieve healthy financial
results and operational excellence.

Supply Chain Innovation of the Year – LSP/LLE-MNC

Toll Global Logistics manages more than 600 facilities in 15 countries within the Asia Pacific region. We have
extensive fleet resources in the region and we also have a large dedicated support network to help us fulfil our
mission: to support our customers’ day-to-day operations with ease. And with the backing of the wider Toll Group,
we have the capability to link our customers throughout the Asia Pacific region to global markets in the most costeffective and efficient way.
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Asian 3PL of the Year

Founded in 1955, YCH Group is the leading integrated end-to-end supply chain management and logistics partner
to some of the world’s largest companies, including Dell, Motorola, Samsung, LG, ExxonMobil, Unilever, LVMH
and Royal FrieslandCampina. YCH Group’s suite of innovative award-winning end-to-end supply chain management
solutions — Intribution™, Intrabution™, Retrogistics™ etc. — employ cutting edge web-technologies that are bestin-class across industry clusters from electronics and consumer, to chemical and healthcare, to deliver powerful
competitive advantages for customers.

Global 3PL of the Year

With over 70,000 employees at some 1,300 locations in over 100 countries, the Kuehne + Nagel Group is one of the
world’s leading logistics companies. Its strong market position lies in the seafreight, airfreight, contract logistics and
overland businesses, with a clear focus on providing IT-based integrated logistics solutions.

Overall Supply Chain Partner of the Year

Founded in 1955, YCH Group is the leading
integrated end-to-end supply chain management
and logistics partner to some of the world’s
largest companies, including Dell, Motorola,
Samsung, LG, ExxonMobil, Unilever, LVMH
and Royal FrieslandCampina. YCH Group’s suite
of innovative award-winning end-to-end supply
chain management solutions — Intribution™,
Intrabution™, Retrogistics™ etc. — employ
cutting edge web-technologies that are best-inclass across industry clusters from electronics
and consumer, to chemical and healthcare, to
deliver powerful competitive advantages for
customers.
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annual event using the Innovation Playground as a platform for them to
discuss and test these ideas and concepts.
For more information,
please visit http://supplychainasia/sca-events/hackathon2018/

(22 November)
Venue: RWS

A platform to raise the profile and recognition of the successes of
corporations and individuals in the supply chain & logistics industry.
As part of the Supply Chain Asia Industry Night, Awards 2018 is a
celebration of success for the industry.
For information on nomination, voting and participation,
please visit http://supplychainasia.org/sca-events/awards2018/

Course Fee @
S$7,500 per trainee
for the 12-month
programme
(before government grant)

Professional Conversion Programme

for e-Commerce Supply Chain Professionals
Managed and Facilitated by Supply Chain Asia

e-Commerce Supply Chain Professional Conversion Programme (eSC PCP)
eSC PCP is a workplace training-centric programme that seeks to equip trainees with practical e-Commerce supply chain
management skills and knowledge.
The programme aims to address the skills and knowledge gap of Trainees through:

A 12-Month Programme

an intensive 15-day practical
training programme

12 days Mentorship by
Industry Veterans

Structured On-the-job Training
within hiring companies

REGISTER TODAY
paul.lim@scasia.org

www.supplychainasia.org

Advertise in SCA
Magazine Today!

Editorial
Calendar 2018

Formed in 2007, Supply Chain Asia magazine has
evolved into one of the leading supply chain and
logistics titles in Asia Pacific. The quarterly magazine
informs a targeted global readership consisting of the
world’s largest brand-owning companies, supply chain
service vendors, and regulators of industry trends
affecting the business of supply chains, logistics and
Asia-related trade.

Jan/Feb/Mar
[Supply Chain Trends & Success]
• Coverage of SCA Awards 2017
• Top Trends that Shape Supply Chain
• Re-cap of the Industry in 2017

Apr/May/Jun
[Technology]

55%

Total
Readership

manufacturers, brand
owners and shippers

20,000+

65%

Including mailed
distribution of 8,000+
and average per issue
pass-on of 2.5

SVP, VP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
DIRECTOR MANAGER,
SPECIALIST

• Introducing Artificial Intelligence in
Centuries-old Industry
• Exploring Innovative Logistics Hubs

Jul/Aug/Sept
[e-Commerce]
• Tackling e-Commerce Challenges in Emerging
Markets
• e-Commerce Competition Heating up in
ASEAN

Printed Magazine Advertisement Dates
Issue

Release Date	Booking Deadline

Materials Closing Date

Jan

1st Week of Feb

1st of Dec

5th of Dec

Apr

1st Week of May

1st of Mar

5th of Mar

Jul

1st Week of Aug

1st of Jun

5th of Jun

Oct

1st Week of Nov

1st of Sept

5th of Sept

Oct/Nov/Dec
[Top Players in Supply Chain]
• Coverage of SCA Forum 2018
• What can we Look Forward to in 2019?
• Special Thanks from SCA

Printed Magazine Advertisement Rates & Dimensions
Page
Double Page Spread (DPS)
Full Page (FP)
Half Page (Horizontal)
Quarter Page (Strip)
Back Cover
Specific Positioning

Pricing
S$8990
S$3890
S$2890
S$2590
+10%
+10%

Trim Size (width x height)	Gutter Size	Bleed Size
420 x 270 mm
15mm Gutter
3mm
210 x 270 mm
15mm Gutter
3mm
180 x 117 mm
3mm
180 x 60 mm
3mm
210 x 270 mm
15mm Gutter
3mm
210 x 270 mm
15mm Gutter
3mm

Interested to advertise? Drop us an email at admin@scasia.org.

Disclaimer: Supply Chain Asia reserves the right to change this feature list without prior notice. Prices are inclusive of GST.
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Inspiring the future
of Supply Chain in Asia
Supply Chain City®
8 Bulim Avenue
Singapore 648166
For leasing enquiries,
please contact:
Leong Wye Mun
T (65) 6417 2436
E wyemun.leong@ych.com

Strategically located in the heart of the Jurong Innovation District,
Supply Chain City is Asia’s premier supply chain nerve centre,
leveraging the latest in supply chain innovations, technologies,
and best practices to inspire and shift paradigms for the industry.
Designed with sensitivity to the environment, Supply Chain City
is a recipient of BCA’s Green Mark Platinum Award.
Combining best-in-class warehousing capabilities with modern
office facilities, Supply Chain City features the world-pioneering
Fusionaris ® – a patented fusion of an automated storage and
retrieval system (ASRS) integrated with ramp-up warehousing
to deliver unparalleled operational efficiency. Through a unique
“Work, Learn, and Live” philosophy, Supply Chain City is the first
choice location for the industry’s leading professionals and supply
chain talents, representing a knowledge ecosystem set to define
new standards for supply chain excellence.

www.supplychaincity.com

